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a b s t r a c t
This article introduces and investigates a new model-theoretic mechanism to enforce
confidentiality (or privacy) requirements in a database instance; at the same time it
ensures maximum availability of correct database answers. The aim is to materialize and
publish a secure view that satisfies the properties of ‘‘inference-proofness’’ and ‘‘distortion
minimality’’. A comprehensive class of first-order constraints (representing a user’s a
priori knowledge and a confidentiality policy) can be handled by the presented algorithm
in a sound and complete way: tuple-generating dependencies, denial constraints and
existential constraints. The due proof of refutation soundness makes use of Herbrand’s
theorem and semantic trees.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and related work
Query answering in a database system involves several protagonists. For one, there is a database administrator being
responsible for the maintenance of the system. Then there are different users querying the database and receiving the
appropriate answers. If there are some confidentiality requirements concerning the data in the database (that is, there are
several users with different permissions and prohibitions) then there could also be a security administrator who groups the
users according to their permissions and prohibitions and specifies a set of access control policies.
Several research topics approach the automatic enforcement or verification of confidentiality requirements in databases.
Some assume an interactive setting in which harmfulness of each query is assessed. In these cases, often a user history is
maintained; for example, with the Dynamic Disclosure Monitor [1] or Auditing approaches [2,3]. Others assume a non-
interactive model where a secure view of some originally confidential data is published. This form of secure data publishing
can for example be achieved by anonymization of micro-data [4] or fragmentation of relational tables [5,6]. Other authors
assume that a view over the original database is given and then decide whether the given view is secure; for example, by
applying the chase procedure [7,8] or by verifying probabilistic properties [9,10]. A similar approach is the use of cover
stories in multilevel secure databases [11,12] that provides secure views for users with different access rights.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of preCQE.
As an antagonism to confidentiality, a vital factor for database systems is the availability of correct data (in some settings
called accuracy, utility or visibility). This question arises in particular if not only access restrictions are applied but some
kind of data modification is used to achieve confidentiality properties—for example, noise addition [13], generalization [14]
or cover stories. Thus, although some distortion must be applied to the data to ensure confidentiality, on the other hand,
this distortion should be kept at a minimum.
The work presented in this article forms part of the work on Controlled Query Evaluation (CQE). The CQE framework
[15–18] offers a logic-based definition and enforcement of confidentiality based on a variety of datamodels, policy semantics
and control mechanisms. Previous CQE approaches (as surveyed in [15]) mostly assume an interactive setting: upon each
incoming query basically all possible inferences of the correct answer and the user history have to be computed and – if the
correct answer enables harmful inferences – a distorted answer has to be returned. This computation has a great impact on
runtime performance of query answering. The work presented here basically gives an in-depth account of the extension of
the CQE framework to the non-interactive setting: We believe that – in order to guarantee runtime efficiency during query
evaluation – automatedmethods are needed for the generation of secure views or cover stories in the strict logical settings of
CQE.We also argue that a ‘‘minimal change’’ semantics capturesmaximization of availability in a global sense and hencewill
be applied in this article. More precisely, we concentrate on the theoretical background of generating a database instance
having a formal security property called ‘‘inference-proofness’’ (covering confidentiality requirements) and a secondary
property called ‘‘distortion minimality’’ (covering implicit availability requirements).
In a CQE system, a given ‘‘original’’ database instance db ismaintained by a database administrator. A user ismodeled by a
user profile (his ‘‘a priori knowledge’’) prior; this task is performed by a new type of administrator called user administrator.
Furthermore, for a given user (or group of users), a security administrator specifies a security policy (the ‘‘potential secrets’’)
pot_sec; this policy has a prohibitive semantics: the user is not allowed to know that some fact in pot_sec holds in db. In
other words, he must not be able to infer a fact in pot_sec even when employing his background knowledge as modeled in
prior and the set of all answers to his queries. The correct answers of the original database instance dbmight disclose some
confidential information and hence db cannot be placed at the unrestricted disposal of some user. The goal of this article is
to present and analyze amethod called preCQE thatmodifies some entries in the original database instance db. The resulting
‘‘inference-proof’’ instance db′ can answer any sequence of queries of the user without enabling him to infer a secret; this
property is achieved bymaking the database instance db′ satisfy a set of confidentiality constraints (called the constraint set
C , for short) that comprise the user knowledge prior and the negations of the potential secrets (written as Neg(pot_sec)).
The basic idea of such a non-interactive system is sketched in Fig. 1.
In this article, we use additions and removals of database entries (a method called ‘‘lying’’ for short) to achieve the
confidentiality property of inference-proofness. We should reinforce the point that the resulting db′ is a database instance.
Although this is in a sense akin to a materialized view, the preCQE transformation goes beyond the expression of a view
definition in a certain query language; in particular, db′ need not necessarily contain a subset of the information contained
in db. To account for availability requirements, the total number of such (atomic) additions and removalsmust beminimized.
In contrast to the interactive setting, for an inference-proof instance (once it is computed) no additional computation effort
is necessary to control data access during query answering and no user history has to be maintained.
Example 1. In anticipation of our formal running example, the original database instance db may be a medical record in a
hospital. In this setting, some entries might state patients’ diseases; for example, the fact that a patient calledMary suffers
from the disease Aids can be written as Ill(Mary,Aids). On the other hand, medical treatments might be recorded like the
fact thatMary is treated with some medicineMedA—written as Treat(Mary,MedA).
A sophisticated user (like an employee of a health insurance company)might have background knowledge on the relation
betweenmedical treatment and diagnosed diseases. For example, hemight be able to conclude that a patient who is treated
withMedA suffers fromAids; this rule can bewritten (in prior) as Treat(Mary,MedA)→ Ill(Mary,Aids). The confidentiality
policy pot_sec might now contain the fact Ill(Mary,Aids); this expression states that the user must never come to the
conclusion that the database instance db contains the information thatMary suffers from Aids.
Based on his background knowledge, the user hence may neither retrieve the answer Ill(Mary,Aids) nor the answer
Treat(Mary,MedA) from the database. For this purpose, only the inference-proof instance db′ is presented to the user that
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does neither contain the entry Ill(Mary,Aids) nor the entry Treat(Mary,MedA). Apart from that, all other entries of the
original database instance may remain unchanged. Hence, the inference-proof instance holds all harmless entries available
for general query answering but does not disclose entries that enable harmful inferences.
The notion of inference-proof instances was first introduced in [19,20] where it was applied to a CQE system based
on propositional logic. A first-order version for computing an inference-proof database instance was presented in [21];
that work concentrates on the presentation of algorithmic details and admits only universally quantified confidentiality
constraints in the constraint set C . This article extends that work to existentially quantified constraints and provides the
theoretical background of the algorithmic aspects. In particular, it makes the following contributions:
• We adapt the preCQE algorithm to handle ‘‘weakly acyclic constraints’’ that comprise tuple-generating dependencies
(TGDs), denial constraints and existential constraints. The algorithm handles quantifiers immediately without a need
to expand them into ground conjunctions or disjunctions. Nor is it necessary to codify a domain of constant symbols
with a specific domain predicate (often denoted dom). The Branch-and-Bound approach taken by the algorithm is
easily adaptable to other notions of distortion minimality: other distance measures that define the minimal change
semantics lead to other preferred solutions. Because the preCQE algorithm employs a generic evaluation function to
find instantiations for variables in the constraints, implementing it with a DBMS is straightforward.2
• We show that for the case that the inference-proof solution instance db′ is represented by a set of ground atoms (that is,
it contains no null values nor existential quantifiers), ‘‘finite invention’’ can be used to satisfy constraints with existential
quantifiers.
• We give a full account of the due termination, soundness and completeness proofs of the algorithm (for an input
consisting of weakly acyclic constraints).
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary formalism of the system and states the analyzed
problem. Section 3 lays the logical foundation for a sound and complete treatment of the problem by specifying restrictions
that ensure decidability of the problem. Section 4 gives a comprehensive account of a model-generation algorithm that
solves the problem. Subsequently, Section 5 establishes the desired properties (termination, soundness, completeness and
optimality) of the algorithm. Section 6 provides a thorough discussion of related work and the distinctive features of our
algorithm. Section 7 concludes this article.
2. System settings
In this section we formalize our system settings, and give the definitions of ‘‘inference-proofness’’ (that ensures
confidentiality) and ‘‘distortionminimality’’ (that ensures amaximumavailability of correct database answers);we illustrate
the settings with a running example.
As the basis of our system we assume a logical language L . This language is to be used for all inputs to the system;
that is, it is used as the query language on the one hand as well as the specification language for the database instances
db and db′, the user profile prior and the confidentiality policy pot_sec on the other hand. For the query language we will
only impose the general restriction that queries must be safe or domain independent in order to be evaluable effectively.
However we identify syntactical restrictions for the other inputs in the following that allow for an easy handling as well as
ensure decidability of finding an inference-proof database instance.
In this article, we let L be a language of first-order logic. For sake of simplicity of the presentation we will not consider
built-ins like equality. But note that incorporation of built-ins is possible along the lines of [22]; wewill give amore detailed
comment on this topic in paragraph 2.1 of this section. First of all,L consists of an infinite domain dom of constant symbols
and a finite set P of predicate symbols. Each predicate symbol P ∈ P has an assigned arity arity(P). An atomic formula (or
‘‘atom’’, for short) is a predicate symbol filled with variables or constant symbols; a ground atom contains only constants
and no variables.L further includes an infinite setV of variables, the quantifiers ∃ and ∀ and the connectives¬ (negation),
∨ (disjunction) and ∧ (conjunction). On occasion, material implication→ is used as an abbreviation (for a negation and
a disjunction). For most inputs, formulas are closed; that is, they do not contain unquantified (‘‘unbound’’) variables. Only
when used as a query language, formulas may be open and hence contain unbound variables for which then instantiations
according to a database instance are sought.
As a first remark on the syntax we make the assumption that as input to the preCQE algorithm only formulas in prenex
literal normal form (PLNF; see [22]) are used: quantifiers are moved to a prenex while the remaining matrix is quantifier-
free; in thematrix, negation symbols only occur directly in front of atoms (hence thematrix is in negation normal form). Note
that PLNF does not involve any impacts on expressiveness of L ; that is, any formula of L can be transformed into PLNF by
some simple rules; see [22]. However PLNF will be suitable for our purposes as it is easy to handle from a syntactical point
of view. As a side note, in the previous preCQE version [21] for universal constraints, apart from PLNF only the ‘‘allowed
property’’ as in [22] is demanded; other conversions (like for example into conjunctive normal form (CNF)) are not needed.
Further syntactical restrictions for this article (in particular for formulaswith existential quantifiers)will be justified later on.
2 Indeed, we are developing a prototypical implementation with the Oracle DBMS to show practicality of preCQE.
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In our settings, a database schema DS consists of the set P of relation symbols and a set D of global database
dependencies, written as DS := ⟨P ,D⟩. DS specifies the set of permissible database instances. A database instance db
of DS is a finite set of ground atoms ofL obeying the database dependenciesD; each such ground atom represents a tuple
of a relation.
Example 2. The example languageL has the set of predicate symbolsP = {Ill, Treat}. We assume in this example that the
infinite domain dom is partitioned into infinite subsets of ‘‘sorts’’ as follows:
Name := {Mary, Lisa, Pete, . . .}
Diagnosis := {Aids, Flu,Cough, . . .}
Prescription := {MedA,MedB, . . .}
dom = Name ∪ Diagnosis ∪ Prescription
We consider a medical database containing the two relations Ill (that maps patients’ names to diagnosed diseases) and Treat
(that maps patients’ names to prescribed medications). There is a database dependency Φ1 that states that a patient who
receives medical treatment must have a diagnosed disease:
Φ1 ≡ ∀x1z1∃y1 (Treat(x1, z1)→ Ill(x1, y1))
This formula is a so-called tuple-generating dependency that will be defined later on. For better readability it is writtenwith
material implication→ here; the PLNF version of the formula is:
Φ1 ≡ ∀x1z1∃y1 (¬Treat(x1, z1) ∨ Ill(x1, y1))
The corresponding database schema is ⟨P = {Ill, Treat},D = {Φ1}⟩. We further consider the input instance db containing
the following entries:
Ill Name Diagnosis
Lisa Flu
Mary Aids
Treat Name Prescription
Mary MedA
Mary MedB
Lisa MedB
Hence written as a set of ground atoms (one for each tuple), we have
db = { Ill(Lisa, Flu), Ill(Mary,Aids),
Treat(Mary,MedA), Treat(Mary,MedB), Treat(Lisa,MedB) }
By employing a closed world assumption (CWA), the database instance becomes a complete instance (that returns a
definite answer to any query); that is, the ground atoms in an instance db are seen as true facts while all other ground atoms
are false. A database instance then induces a Herbrand-like ‘‘DB-interpretation’’ (as already introduced in the CQE context
in [16]) for the syntactic elements of the language L ; its characteristics are that (1) the universe of discourse uniformly
coincides with the infinite domain dom, (2) predicates have a finite positive extension and (3) each constant is interpreted
by itself. In particular, Item (2) – the finite positive extension – is often not explicitly defined; that is whywe give an explicit
definition here. Accordingly, we can speak of ‘‘DB-satisfiability’’ of a set of formulas of L (using the model operator |H to
denote satisfaction of a formula).
Definition 1 (DB-Interpretation, DB-Satisfiability). Consider a logical structure I = ⟨U, i, j⟩ where U is the universe of
discourse, and i and j give meaning to predicate symbols and constant symbols, respectively. I is a DB-interpretation for
L iff
1. U = dom
2. i(P) ⊂finite dom× · · · × dom  
arity(P) times
for every P in P
3. j(a) = a for every a in dom
A set S of closed formulas is DB-satisfiable iff there is a DB-interpretation I such that for all formulasΦ ∈ S, I |H Φ .
Hence we make a clear distinction between the syntax (a database instance as a set of ground atoms) and the semantics
(truth or falsehood in an interpretation). In the complete setting (using the CWA) there is a one-to-one correspondence
between instances and interpretations; we will hence also speak of an interpretation Idb ‘‘induced’’ by an instance db.3 An
equivalent notion of a database instance is used in [24,25].
3 However in an incomplete setting as for example analyzed in [23], this distinction is more crucial as, loosely speaking, one instance can have several
satisfying interpretations.
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The notion of ‘‘inference’’ (and hence a user’s reasoning capability) is formally captured by the term ‘‘DB-implication’’
(whichwas also introduced in [16]); it accounts for the user’s awareness of the completeness and finiteness of the underlying
database instance in so far that DB-implication is based on DB-interpretations—and hence on database instances that have
finite positive extensions over an infinite domain.
Definition 2 (DB-Implication). For a set S of closed formulas and a closed formulaΦ , S impliesΦ byDB-implication (written
as S |HDB Φ) iff for all DB-interpretations I such that I |H S holds also I |H Φ holds.
A user’s a priori knowledge is modeled in the system by a finite set prior of closed formulas of the language L . These
formulas comprise general background knowledge and rules that can be used as a basis for user inferences. In order to have
strong attacker model, we assume that the user is aware of the database dependencies; that is,D ⊆ prior . Hence, this part
of prior necessarily holds in db and the user only considers those database instances as possible that satisfy the database
dependencies. We thus need not make the assumption that database dependencies are secret information and nevertheless
ensure confidentiality even for users with inside information.
However the remaining knowledge prior \ D may on occasion also contain formulas that do not hold in db: the user may
already have assumptions that are incorrect with respect to db. In this sense, the user’s a priori knowledge can be specified
(by the user administrator) independently from the database instance db (as maintained by the database administrator).
The inference-proof database instance db′ – on the other hand – will satisfy all formulas in prior in order to serve the user
only data that are consistent with his knowledge.
Example 3. A user’s a priori knowledge (including dependencyΦ1 belonging to the database schema of Example 2) can be
modeled as:
prior = { Φ1 ≡ ∀x1z1∃y1 (Treat(x1, z1)→ Ill(x1, y1)),
Φ2 ≡ ∃x2 (Treat(x2,MedB) ∧ Ill(x2, Flu)),
Φ3 ≡ ∀x3 (Treat(x3,MedA) ∧ Treat(x3,MedB)→ Ill(x3,Aids)) }
Φ2 says that the user knows that there is a patient receiving medication MedB while at the same time suffering from the
disease Flu;Φ3 says that a patient receiving both medicationMedA and medicationMedB suffers from Aids.
While the user’s a priori knowledge is represented by the finite set prior of closed formulas, the user is indeed able to
reason deductively and draw all possible inferences from prior . That is, the user’s actual a priori knowledge comprises the
closure of this representation under |HDB. When interacting with the database, the user is assumed to add the database
answers to prior and hence his knowledge is augmented. In our settings the user retrieves the database answers with an
evaluation function called eval∗ that returns (a set of) closed formulas that hold in the database instance. This function has
been used in the CQE context for example in [16]. For a closed query formulaΦ (a formula ofL) either the formula itself is
returned (in case it holds in db) or its negation:
Definition 3 (Query Evaluation for Closed Queries). In the complete setting, a closed formula Φ is evaluated in a database
instance db according to the following evaluation function:
eval∗(Φ, db) :=

Φ if Idb |H Φ
¬Φ if Idb |̸H Φ
For open queries all true instantiations of the query formula are returned (see [16] for details); that is, variables are
instantiated with domain constants taken from dom. Hence open queries should be safe or domain independent in order to
have a finite set of answers.
A confidentiality policy is represented by a finite set pot_sec of closed formulas ofL , with the semantics that elements
of the policy that are true in the database instance db should not be revealed to the user. This means the following: If a
particular element of pot_sec does not hold in db, then the correct answer can be returned when the user queries it. When
using the closed world assumption, then the negation of the element holds in db—and it should also hold in the resulting
inference-proof instance db′ as a correct value. If however a policy element holds in db, letting the user know this would
constitute a security violation.
Example 4. The following confidentiality policy declares which facts have to be hidden from the user; Ψ1 states that the
user is not allowed to learn the fact that there is a patient suffering from Aids andΨ2 says that the user should not learn that
patientMary suffers from Flu:
pot_sec = { Ψ1 ≡ ∃x4 Ill(x4,Aids),
Ψ2 ≡ Ill(Mary, Flu) }
Now, the property of ‘‘inference-proofness’’ of an instance db′ ensures that the user cannot infer any element of the
policy: the interpretation Idb
′
induced by db′ is a model of prior but not of any of the secrets in pot_sec .
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Definition 4 (Inference-Proofness). Given two sets prior and pot_sec , in the complete setting, a database instance db′ is called
inference-proof (with respect to prior and pot_sec) if and only if
(i) Idb
′ |H prior
(ii) Idb
′ |̸H Ψ for every Ψ ∈ pot_sec
By querying the database, the user modeled by prior can at most retrieve complete knowledge about db′ (and thus Idb′ )
and hence any combination of truthful answers of db′ will not reveal any of the secrets.
In this article (and also in [21,20,19]), we apply the modification technique of lying and let the user assume that the
negations of all the policy elements hold. In other words, with the modification technique of lying we can equivalently
require that an inference-proof database instance satisfy the negations of the potential secrets. Hence, an inference-proof
database instance db′ (for lying) is one for which Idb′ is a model of the following constraint set C (that is, Idb′ |H C):
Definition 5 (Constraint Set C). For a set prior and a set pot_sec , the constraint set C is
C := prior ∪ Neg(pot_sec)
where Neg(pot_sec) := {¬Ψ | Ψ ∈ pot_sec}. In the constraint set C , all variables are assumed to be standardized apart to
avoid ambiguities; that is, (1) no two quantifiers in a formula quantify over the same variable and (2) different formulas do
not have variables in common.
Summing up, there are formulas in C that are satisfied by db (like all database dependencies D) and other formulas
that are not satisfied (like all violated policy elements). We hence modify some entries of db to make db′ satisfy the whole
set C . As there may be interdependencies between the constraints in C , (locally) satisfying one constraint may lead to the
dissatisfaction of another (previously satisfied) constraint. The preCQE algorithmwill take care of satisfying these constraints
again.
We also define a ‘‘distortion distance’’ that measures the amount of modifications in the solution instance db′. The
distance counts how many ground atoms have been modified when converting db to db′.
Definition 6 (Distortion Distance). The distortion distance of an instance db′ with respect to the input instance db is the
cardinality of the symmetric difference of the two instances
db_dist(db′) := card(db⊕ db′) = card(db \ db′ ∪ db′ \ db).
This distance is evidently the Hamming distance (on the truth values of ground atomic formulas) between the two
instances; in the area of belief revision it has also become known as Dalal’s distance [26]. As a cardinality-based distance
it defines a ranking over all database instances (with db being the reference point for modifications). A distortion minimal
database instance is one that minimizes the distortion distance over all inference-proof instances.
Definition 7 (Distortion Minimality). An inference-proof instance db′ is distortion minimalwith respect to db, iff there is no
other inference-proof instance db′′ such that db_dist(db′) > db_dist(db′′).
Wewill discuss themotivation for this notion of distortionminimality in Section 2.1. But first of all, the following example
continues the previous examples and illustrates the definitions given in this section.
Example 5. The set of potential secrets is negated and put into PLNF:
Neg(pot_sec) = { Φ4 ≡ ∀x4 ¬Ill(x4,Aids),
Φ5 ≡ ¬Ill(Lisa, Flu) }
The negated potential secrets are then conjoined with the a priori knowledge; this set forms the constraint set C that the
solution instance must satisfy in order to be inference-proof.
C = { Φ1 ≡ ∀x1z1∃y1 (Treat(x1, z1)→ Ill(x1, y1)),
Φ2 ≡ ∃x2 (Treat(x2,MedB) ∧ Ill(x2, Flu)),
Φ3 ≡ ∀x3 (Treat(x3,MedA) ∧ Treat(x3,MedB)→ Ill(x3,Aids)),
Φ4 ≡ ∀x4 ¬Ill(x4,Aids),
Φ5 ≡ ¬Ill(Lisa, Flu) }
There are two inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instances for this input: db′1 and db
′
2 satisfy the a priori
knowledge {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3}, but none of the potential secrets {Ψ1,Ψ2}. db′1 and db′2 have the same distortion distance
db_dist(db′1) = db_dist(db′2) = 5. In db′1, four tuples are removed and one is added.
db′1:
Ill Name Diagnosis
Mary Flu
Treat Name Prescription
Mary MedB
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In db′2, three tuples are removed and two are added.
db′2:
Ill Name Diagnosis
Lisa Cough
Mary Flu
Treat Name Prescription
Mary MedB
Lisa MedB
2.1. Remarks on design criteria
Wewill point out some topics that are central to our settings and that will also play a role for the upcoming results. First
of all, we consider only complete databases: the input instance db as well as the output instance db′ consist of a finite set of
ground atoms (accompanied by an implicit closed world assumption). This has two direct consequences, as discussed in the
following paragraphs.
On the one hand, for a constraint set C that is not DB-satisfiable according to Definition 1 there will be no inference-
proof solution instance. For example, constraints that are not ‘‘safe’’ (in the sense of [22]) are not satisfiable with a finite
positive extension—hence, there is no DB-interpretation that satisfies them. For example, the formula ∀y Treat(Mary, y)
can only be satisfied in an infinite model but not in a model with a finite positive extension that can be represented by a
database instance consisting of a finite set of ground atoms. What is more, in general the satisfiability problem for a set
of first-order formulas – and even for pure predicate logic as in our case – is undecidable (see for example [27]). The way
we chose to handle this is to allow as a specification language for C only a subset of the formulas in L such that, if C is
satisfiable at all, then it is guaranteed to be DB-satisfiable. We will call these constraints ‘‘weakly acyclic’’. In a later section,
wewill also show that DB-satisfiability for such a restricted constraint set is decidable by listing and analyzing a terminating,
sound and complete algorithm for finding an inference-proof and distortion minimal instance db′ for a given set of inputs C
and db.
On the other hand, we will only allow ground atoms in db′ that contain constants from the domain dom. In particular, we
will not allow null values or formulas with variables in db′. Instead, for existentially quantified variables in the constraint set
C , explicit instantiations with constants taken from the domain dommust be sought. We will do this by using a finite subset
of the domain dom—a so-called ‘‘invention set’’. The term ‘‘finite invention’’ was coined by Hull and Su [28] for their analysis
of different query evaluation semantics based on an infinite domain. There the authors also try to equate some variables
in a tree structure. We will need to do something similar to achieve distortion minimality. In particular, we will test all
previously used constants (in db and C) as well as one new ‘‘invented’’ constant for an existentially quantified variable.
With this method we can minimize the number of modifications in db′. One issue with this approach is the question what a
‘‘reasonable’’ or ‘‘credible’’ invention set must look like. In particular, inventions must be made in such a way that the user
believes an answer of db′ containing an invented constant.We propose that this semantic problem can be handled by letting
the user administrator specify a set of constants that can be used for finite invention for each user.
Using the distortion distance as defined in Definition 7 is only one possible optimization criterion. However, it makes
sense in our complete setting for database instances where ground atoms are the basic unit of modification: Minimizing
this distance corresponds to maximizing the number of correct data for db′. Moreover, the user is potentially able to acquire
complete information on which ground atoms in db ∪ db′ (that is, the ground atoms that are possibly affected by the
modification) actually appear in db′: First, by querying these andpossibly further atoms individually and, second, by guessing
the completeness sentence (see [16]) corresponding to db′, issuing this sentence as a query and then getting a confirming
answer. Furthermore, considering any query (not necessarily a ground atom), the answer that db′ returns to the user could
be constructed by the user himself once he completely knows db′. Accordingly, measuring the distance on ground atoms
also captures the impacts on arbitrary queries (although not in a quantifyingway); and thus it reflects the overall availability
of correct answers that db′ can return to the user.
Other distancemeasures can be applied and potentially lead to different solutions. In particular, with the distortion distance
(Definition 7), additions and removals of tuples result in the samepenalty. Itwould be easy to punish only additions but allow
an arbitrary number of removals of tuples. Ongoing work currently analyzes how attribute-based, other cardinality-based
[29] or inclusion-based distances would affect the solution space. The preCQE algorithm presented later on can also easily
be adapted to other distance measures. Another way to allow for a semantic guidance of the search is to define an explicit
‘‘availability policy’’ as proposed for example in [20]: such a policy consists of a set of formulas for which modifications
should not occur.
As shown in the example, there may exist several inference-proof and distortion minimal database instances. The
simplest way to deal with this is to let an algorithm compute just one of the possible solution instances. This is the least
time and space consuming option. However it can also be advantageous to compute all solutions (the algorithm must have
a completeness property to achieve this). Then, as soon as the user starts querying the database system with a particular
query sequence, the system could choose a solution database instance that can return correct database answers as long as
possible; this is a heuristic to improve availability with respect to a particular query sequence. A similar idea is applied for
a set of alternative stable models in the Dynamic Authorization Framework [30,31].
We reinforce the point that the preCQE algorithm allows for an implementation with a database management system;
the evaluation function eval∗ is then realized by for example a SQL interface to the database.
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For sake of simplicity we will not handle built-ins like equality in the general exposition. But we can allow built-ins in
the form of ‘‘restriction predicates’’ with infinite extension as used by [22]. In particular, we need the properties that
• the generic evaluation function that is used in the preCQE algorithm supports the built-ins,
• and the built-ins come in complementary pairs as in [22] to be able to negate a formula containing built-ins.
With this we would also be able to handle so-called ‘‘equality-generating dependencies’’ that can express functional
dependencies in the database.
3. Finite invention for weakly acyclic constraints
In the following sections we assume a database environment as introduced in the definitions of the previous Section 2.
Basing on these definitions, we will now identify syntactical restrictions for the constraint set C such that C is guaranteed
to be DB-satisfiable if it is satisfiable. In other words, if there is an interpretation satisfying C (possibly with infinite positive
extension), then there also is a DB-interpretation satisfying C (hence with a finite positive extension). Unsatisfiability of C
can for example be caused by a contradictory existential constraint (like ∃x (P(x) ∧ ¬P(x))); or by an existential constraint
contradicting a denial constraint (like ∃x P(x) and ∀x¬P(x)). Furthermore C may contain arbitrary ground formulas in
negation normal form (as a subcase of existential constraints) which may also lead to a contradiction; for example a
constraint set like {Ill(Mary,Aids),¬Ill(Mary,Aids)}. In these cases, no satisfying interpretation (and in particular no DB-
interpretation) can be found.
In particular we subsequently prove that for an appropriately restricted C , an inference-proof and distortion minimal
solution just contains entries with constants taken from the ‘‘active domain’’ (of the input instance and the constraint set)
plus an additional finite ‘‘invention set’’ invent . Both sets are finite subsets of the infinite domain dom. In particular, we will
make use of results of [22] to prove safety of the negations of the constraints.
Definition 8 (Active Domain). For a set S of formulas, the active domain is the set of all constants that occur in formulas of
S:
adom(S) := { a | a ∈ dom is a constant in a formula of S}
If C and db are clear from the context, adom := adom(C) ∪ adom(db).
For a finite invention set invent it holds that invent ⊂ dom\adom; it can for example be specified by theuser administrator
as remarked in the previous section.
The constraint set C is restricted to be a set of denial constraints (see [32]), existential constraints and ‘‘weakly acyclic
tuple-generating dependencies’’ (weakly acyclic TGDs, see [33]) defined below. In particular, we allow the combination of
∀ and ∃ quantifiers only in the tuple-generating dependencies. In Example 5, Φ1 is a TGD (with an existential quantifier),
Φ2 is an existential constraint, Φ3 is a full TGD, Φ4 is a denial constraint and Φ5 is a ground constraint. In the following
subsections we analyze properties of the different constraints in detail.
3.1. Denial constraints
A denial constraint consists of a disjunction of negative literals. Denial constraints have been widely used in the context
of database repairs (see for example [34]). We state them here without the use of built-ins.
Definition 9 (Denial Constraint). A formulaΦ ≡ ∀x⃗Ψ (x⃗) is a denial constraint iff it is a closed formula in PLNFwith universal
prenex ∀x⃗ and the matrix Ψ (x⃗) ≡ ¬Γ1(x⃗)∨ · · · ∨ ¬Γm(x⃗) is a disjunction of negative literals¬Γi(x⃗); the atoms Γi need not
contain all of the variables in x⃗.
Denial constraints can be satisfied just by removal of tuples from the input instance db. This clearly implies that
satisfaction of denial constraints does not introduce new constant symbols to the solution instance db′; hence we can use
an active domain semantics to find an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution for denial constraints. A set of denial
constraints alone is always DB-satisfiable because in particular the empty database instance satisfies any denial constraint.
Proposition 1 (Active Domain Semantics for Denial Constraints). Given a constraint set C of denial constraints and an input
instance db, there exists an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance that contains only constants from the set
adom(db).
3.2. Existential constraints
Existential constraints are formulas in PLNF with only existential quantifiers in their prenex.
Definition 10 (Existential Constraint). A formula Φ ≡ ∃x⃗Ψ (x⃗) is an existential constraint iff it is a closed formula in PLNF
with existential prenex ∃x⃗ and x⃗ consists of all variables occurring freely in the matrix Ψ (x⃗).
We allow ground formulas (where there are no variables x⃗) in negation normal form as special cases of existential
constraints; in this case the prenex can be skipped. As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, existential
constraints can potentially be unsatisfiable.
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Intuitively, an existentially quantified variable denotes that there should be at least one substitution of the variable with
a constant that makes the matrix of the formula true. We show that a finite subset invent∃ of dom \ adom suffices to satisfy
existential constraints in an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance db′.
First of all, we argue that the set invent∃ can be chosen arbitrarily from dom \ adom from the perspective of inference-
proofness and distortion minimality. In this setting, the constant symbols occurring in the constraint set C already have a
particular meaning in terms of inference-proofness according to Definition 4. Yet, all other constants do not bear such a
meaning and do not influence inference-proofness. On the other hand, in a distortionminimal instance db′, only aminimum
ground atoms must be removed from db or newly added; hence, constant symbols occurring in db and db′ have a meaning
for distortion minimality. In this sense, only the non-adom constants are invariant under isomorphisms when looking for
an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance; this property is often called ‘‘genericity’’. More precisely, we
employ the notion of adom-genericity (see [28,35]; the original term is ‘‘C-genericity’’ of a query where C is meant to be
a finite set of constants from an infinite domain). We now establish adom-genericity of an inference-proof and distortion
minimal instance.
Proposition 2 (adom-Genericity of Solution Instances). For a set C of existential constraints and an input instance db, inference-
proof and distortion minimal instances are adom-generic; that is, if db′ is an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution
instance for the input instance db, for every permutation ρ of the domain dom that is the identity on adom, the instance ρ(db′)
(with constants permuted according to ρ) is an inference-proof and distortion minimal instance for db, too.
Hence, adom-genericity ensures that inference-proofness and distortion minimality can be achieved by letting invent∃
be an arbitrary subset of constants from dom \ adom.
Wedonot explicitly handle the issue of query-genericity (or rather, ‘‘answer-genericity’’) here: constants from dom\adom
may indeed have a meaning for a user and database answers that contain invented constants may appear ‘‘incredible’’ to
him. Instead, we assume that either the knowledge about such constants is explicitly included in the a priori knowledge;
for example, if the user would not believe that a patient Pete suffers from any disease, the a priori knowledge would contain
the formula ∀y¬Ill(Pete, y) – and thus the constant Pete would not be used in the invention set for a constraint formula
like ∃x Ill(x,Aids) because this constant belongs to the active domain of prior . Or alternatively, an invention set for a user is
appropriately specified by the user administrator as remarked in Section 2.1.
Lastly, we use the fact that the existential fragment of first-order logic enjoys the ‘‘finitemodel property’’ (see for example
[27], Proposition 6.4.27) to show that a satisfiable set of existential constraints is always DB-satisfiable. In our case of pure
predicate logic (where the only terms are constants and variables), a satisfiable set of existential formulas can be satisfied
by an interpretation with a finite domain that has a size of at most the sum of the number of variables and the number of
constant symbols occurring in the formulas. We can however easily extend this finite model to a DB-interpretation in our
infinite domain dom by employing the closed world assumption. Combining this with Proposition 2, we can specify a set
invent∃ ⊂ dom \ adom, the cardinality of which is bounded by the number of variables in C (where C is assumed to be
standardized apart according to Definition 5). Then there is an inference-proof and distortion minimal instance that only
contains constants from adom ∪ invent∃.
Proposition 3 (Finite Invention for Existential Constraints). Given a constraint set C of existential constraints and an input
instance db, if C is satisfiable, there exists an inference-proof and distortionminimal solution instance that contains only constants
from the set adom ∪ invent∃, where
• invent∃ ⊂ (dom \ adom)
• card(invent∃) = l and l is less or equal to the number card(vars(C)) of distinct variables occurring in C.
3.3. Tuple-generating dependencies
Tuple-generating dependencies can contain both universal and existential quantifiers. Their matrix consists of a
disjunction of literals.
Definition 11 (Tuple-Generating Dependencies). A tuple-generating dependency (TGD) is a closed formula of the form
∀x⃗ (Φ(x⃗)→ ∃y⃗Ψ (x⃗, y⃗))
where Φ(x⃗) and Ψ (x⃗, y⃗) are conjunctions of atomic formulas. Φ(x⃗) is called the body and Ψ (x⃗, y⃗) is called the head of the
TGD.
A TGD is called full if there are no existentially quantified variables y⃗ in Ψ .
We introduce TGDs here in implicational notation (using material implication→) for better readability. Yet, the preCQE
algorithmwill only accept TGDs in PLNF; that is, thematerial implication→ is replaced by negations and disjunctions. Then,
the TGD looks like this:
∀x⃗∃y⃗ (Φ ′(x⃗) ∨ Ψ (x⃗, y⃗))
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Fig. 2. Dependency graph.
where Φ ′(x⃗) = ¬Γ1(x⃗) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬Γm(x⃗) is a disjunction of negative literals and Ψ (x⃗, y⃗) = Γ ′1(x⃗, y⃗) ∧ · · · ∧ Γ ′n(x⃗, y⃗) is a
conjunction of positive literals (that is, atomic formulas). A variable x in x⃗ need not occur in each Γi nor in each Γ ′j , and a
variable y in y⃗ need not occur in each Γ ′j either. We will call this the ‘‘PLNF representation’’ of a TGD.
We will now use weak acyclicity of the dependency graph for a set of TGDs as a sufficient condition for DB-satisfiability.
We borrow the notion of weak acyclicity from [33].
Definition 12 (Weak Acyclicity [33]). For a given set S of TGDs, its dependency graph is determined as follows:
• For each predicate symbol P occurring in S, create arity(P)many nodes P1, . . . , Parity(P); these are the positions of P .
• For every TGD ∀x⃗ (Φ(x⃗)→ ∃y⃗Ψ (x⃗, y⃗)) in S: if a universally quantified variable x ∈ x⃗ occurs in a position Pi inΦ and in a
position P ′j in Ψ , add an edge from Pi to P
′
j (if it does not already exist).
• For every TGD ∀x⃗ (Φ(x⃗) → ∃y⃗Ψ (x⃗, y⃗)) in S: if a universally quantified variable x ∈ x⃗ occurs in a position Pi in Φ and in
a position P ′j1 in Ψ , and an existentially quantified variable y ∈ y⃗ occurs in a position P ′′j2 in Ψ , add a special edgemarked
with ∃ from Pi to P ′′j2 (if it does not already exist).
A dependency graph isweakly acyclic, iff it does not contain a cycle going through a special edge.We call a set of TGDsweakly
acyclic whenever its dependency graph is weakly acyclic.
The dependency graph pertaining to the TGDs Φ1 and Φ3 in Example 5 does not contain any cycle and hence is also
weakly acyclic as shown in Fig. 2.
A set of weakly acyclic TGDs is always satisfiable by removing all database tuples: as is the case for denial constraints,
the empty database instance represents a satisfying interpretation (for a set of TGDs in general). However in some cases, a
distortion minimal instance can only be found by adding tuples. Consider, for example, the following set of weakly acyclic
TGDs:
{∀x (P(x) ∧ Q (x)→ R(x)), ∀y (P(y)→ Q (y)), ∀z (Q (z)→ P(z))}
It is weakly acyclic because we do not have existential quantifiers. Here we see that given the input instance db =
{P(a),Q (a)} the instance db′ = {P(a),Q (a), R(a)} is distortion minimal by adding the tuple R(a). The empty database
instance is not distortion minimal, because two tuples are removed.
Furthermore, as we will later on combine all three types of constraints, the empty database instance may not always be a
possible solution; in particular, because existential constraints might require the existence of some tuples. To allow for such
a combination, we have to make sure that weakly acyclic TGDs can also be satisfied by using additions of data tuples. We
use the result of [33] that employs the chase procedure on a given database instance to find a ‘‘canonical solution’’ in a data
exchange setting. The salient points are
• that a set of weakly acyclic TGDs can be satisfied by only using additions of tuples and
• in this case only a finite number of additions is necessary.
In other words, finite invention is possible and a weakly acyclic set of TGDs can be satisfied by a DB-interpretation even
when only using additions of tuples. Yet, TGDs requiremore invented constants (than purely existential constraints) because
constants can be copied from positions in the body of a TGD to positions in its head; hence, for any tuple of constants that
satisfies the body of the TGD, invention for the existentially quantified variablesmight take place. The next proposition states
that the invention can be bounded. The proof is quite analogous to the one of Theorem 3.8 in [33], with the crucial difference
thatwe only have to count the amount of invention that is necessary due to existential quantification (instead of counting the
total number of constants that can occur in all positions of the dependency graph); this has the effect that we only take into
account those positions in the dependency graph that have incoming special edges (as opposed to considering all positions
as in [33]) because invention only takes place due to existential quantifiers. We furthermore explicitly allow constants to
occur in the TGDs. The finite invention set invent tgd can be arbitrarily chosen from dom \ adom from the perspective of
inference-proofness and distortion minimality; it has the same genericity property as the finite invention set for existential
constraints (as stated in Proposition 2). However the invention set can again be specified by the user administrator to allow
for credible invention.
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Proposition 4 (Finite Invention for TGDs). Given a constraint set C of weakly acyclic TGDs and an input instance db, there exists
an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance that contains only constants from the set adom ∪ invent tgd, where
• invent tgd ⊂ (dom \ adom)• card(invent tgd) = l′ and l′ is bounded by a polynomial in card(adom).
Proof. See Appendix A. 
3.4. Weakly acyclic constraints
We now put all the previous steps together and allow weakly acyclic TGDs, existential and denial constraints in one
constraint set C; we will call such constraints ‘‘weakly acyclic’’, for short. It may happen that such a constraint set is not
satisfiable: there may be conflicts between ground formulas (as before ground formulas are included as a special case of
existential constraints); there may be conflicts between an existential constraint and a denial constraint (for example, if
the denial constraint is the negation of the existential constraint); or there may be conflicts between a ground formula
and a TGD (if the ground formula is an instantiation of the negation of the TGD). In the case of such an unsatisfiability,
no inference-proof solution can be found. However, if a set of weakly acyclic constraints is satisfiable in general, we can
establish DB-satisfiability of this constraint set as a corollary of the previous Propositions 1–4.
Corollary 1 (Finite Invention for Weakly Acyclic Constraints). Given a constraint set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential
constraints and denial constraints, and an input instance db, if C is satisfiable, there exists an inference-proof and distortion
minimal solution instance that contains only constants from the set adom ∪ invent∃ ∪ invent tgd, where
• invent∃ ⊂ (dom \ adom)• invent tgd ⊂ (dom \ (adom ∪ invent∃))• card(invent∃) = l where l is less or equal to the number of variables occurring in existential constraints• card(invent tgd) = l′′ where l′′ is bounded by a polynomial in card(adom ∪ invent∃).
Proof. Existential constraints can be satisfied with finite invention as exhibited in Proposition 3; this situation does not
change in the presence of TGDs and denial constraints: Still at most one constant per variable has to be invented in order
to satisfy an existential constraint. That is, we take invent∃ as the invention necessary for the satisfaction of all existential
constraints. In particular, all ground constraints (as a subset of existential constraints) can be satisfied in a DB-interpretation,
because we assume satisfiability of the whole set C and ground constraints always affect only a finite set of tuples. Turning
our attention to TGDs, we observe that invented constants from invent∃ can potentially be copied to other positions by TGDs.
That is, invention for TGDs not only occurs for values of adom, but also for values from invent∃. To estimate the amount
of constants necessary to satisfy all TGDs, we take the same polynomial as in Proposition 4 but replace card(adom) with
card(adom ∪ invent∃). Denial constraints still can be satisfied just by removal of database entries: Due to the assumed
satisfiability of the constraint set there are no contradictions with existential constraints and TGDs. 
The constraint set C contains formulas in PLNF obtained from the user’s a priori knowledge prior and the complements
of the formulas in the security policy pot_sec . Hence, with the restriction to weakly acyclic constraints, prior may contain
• existential constraints expressing the existence of some tuples or combination of tuples in the database instance; this
also includes ground formulas in negation normal form.
• denial constraints expressing the non-existence of some tuples or combination of tuples.
• weakly acyclic TGDs expressing dependencies between tuples.
On the other hand, pot_sec may contain
• complements of existential constraints; that is, universal formulas (including ground formulas) that the user should never
be able to deduce. For example, the user should never come to know that in the database instance db, all patients taking
MedA andMedB suffer from Aids: ∀x (¬Treat(x,MedA) ∨ ¬Treat(x,MedB) ∨ Ill(x,Aids)).
• complements of denial constraints; that is, existential formulas that consist of a conjunction of positive literals that the
user should never be able to deduce. For example, the existence of some patient suffering from Aids and Flu and taking
medicineMedA at the same time should be kept secret: ∃x (Ill(x,Aids) ∧ Ill(x, Flu) ∧ Treat(x,MedA)). This corresponds
a protection of tuples in the database instance. It is also possible to completely protect relations by quantifying over all
positions of the relation symbols; like for example, ∃xy Ill(x, y).
• complements of TGDs; that is, formulas equivalent to a formula with ∃∀ prefix and a matrix consisting of a conjunction
of positive literals plus possibly one conjunct that consists of a disjunction of negative literals. Such a formula protects
the existence of some tuples conditioned by the non-existence of some tuples. For example, the fact that there is some
patient suffering from Flu but not taking any medicine: ∃x∀y (Ill(x, Flu) ∧ ¬Treat(x, y)).
Note that one peculiarity of DB-interpretations is that a negative literal containing an existentially quantified variable
is always satisfied in an infinite domain: A formula like ∃x¬Ill(Mary, x) is a tautology because there are infinitely
many constants b in the domain dom for which ¬Ill(Mary, b) holds. Hence allowing tautologous formulas (for example,
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formulas with only existentially quantified negative literals) in the confidentiality policy does not make sense because their
complements can never be satisfied in a DB-interpretation. Similarly, any other tautology in the confidentiality policy like
¬Ill(Mary,Aids) ∨ Ill(Mary,Aids)will result in an unsatisfiable constraint set.
4. Model generation with preCQE
We now present an algorithm called preCQE that accepts a constraint set C of closed first-order formulas as input and
computes from an input instance db an inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance db′. We show that for a
constraint set of
• weakly acyclic tuple-generating dependencies,
• denial constraints and
• existential constraints
the algorithm has the following properties:
1. Termination: preCQE is guaranteed to terminate.
2. Satisfiability soundness: if the algorithm computes a solution instance, this solution satisfies the constraint set C .
3. Refutation soundness: if the constraint set C is unsatisfiable, the algorithm does not find a solution.
4. Optimality: if the algorithm computes a solution instance, it is distortion minimal according to Definition 7.
The preCQE algorithm effectively implements a Branch-and-Bound and depth-first search approach. It treats ‘‘violated
constraints’’ step by step. Quantified variables in such a violated constraint are handled from left to right (as given by the
order of their quantifiers); for this strategy we rely on the fact that all constraint formulas are in PLNF (see Section 2). For
universally quantified variables relevant instantiations are determined with ‘‘violation sets’’; for existentially quantified
variables instantiations with active domain constants plus one new ‘‘invented’’ value are tried (we call this step case
differentiation). Whenever a ground atom is reached by such instantiations, addition or removal of this atom is tried to find
an optimal solution (we call this step splitting). Before listing and analyzing the algorithm, we provide an example that gives
some intuition about the approach taken to handle quantified constraints. The search tree constructed by the algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Example 6. We continue Example 5 and search for the inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance by
constructing the preCQE search tree. First of all, we check which constraints in C are currently violated by evaluating the
constraints on db. That is, we identify the set of ‘‘violated constraints’’ Cvio = {Φ4,Φ5}: patient Mary is ill with Aids and
patient Lisa is ill with Flu. The first thing we do when trying to fix this violation is removing those entries.
Subsequently we note that now the other constraints are violated: Cvio = {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} because Mary and Lisa receive
a treatment without an appropriate diagnosis and there is no patient who is ill with Flu while being treated with MedB.
Hence we now have to satisfy a local set of constraints (with only existential quantifiers left because universally quantified
variables are instantiated according to the detected violations): C∃ = {Φ1[Mary/x1,MedA/y1], Φ1[Mary/x1,MedB/y1],
Φ1[Lisa/x1,MedB/y1],Φ2,Φ3[Mary/x3]}. As we have several options to satisfy these constraints, we create two child nodes
in a splitting step: in child node v1 the entry Treat(Mary,MedA) is removed; in child node v8 this entry is kept. We make a
depth-first search and continue the search in v1.
In node v1, the violated constraints areΦ2 with an existential quantifier andΦ1 for patients Lisa andMary: that is we have
to satisfy the local constraint set C∃ = {Φ1[Mary/x1,MedB/y1],Φ1[Lisa/x1,MedB/y1],Φ2}. We again do a splitting and
remove the entry Treat(Mary,MedB) in one child node. In a subtree of this node, a suboptimal solution candidate with 7
modifications can be found; this one represents the global upper bound until the first distortion minimal solution instance
with 5modifications will be found.We continue the search and keep the entry Treat(Mary,MedB) in node v2. Then, in order
to fulfill Φ1 for Lisa, we split into nodes v3 and v5. In v3 we remove Treat(Lisa,MedB) and hence still have to satisfy Φ2.
With a case differentiation the distortion minimal instantiation is found and hence the entry Ill(Mary, Flu) is added. On the
other hand, in node v5 where the entry Treat(Lisa,MedB) is kept, we still have to satisfy Φ1 for Lisa. We do this by trying
different constants in a case differentiation and find that the invention of a new disease Cough is necessary in v6. Lastly, in
v7 the constraintΦ2 is satisfied by adding the entry Ill(Mary, Flu). In sum, in nodes v4 and v7 the distortion optimal solution
instances are found. The remaining branch starting in v8 only leads to suboptimal solutions.
4.1. The preCQE algorithm
We now move on to a detailed description of the preCQE algorithm; it consists of six subprocedures reproduced in
Listings 1–6. In each node v that is created by the preCQE algorithm, the following components are operated upon in the
subprocedures:
• dbv is a finite set of ground atoms. Some of these atoms have markers that indicate the intended interpretation.
• min_liesv is a lower bound for the amount of modifications necessary to obtain an inference-proof solution in the current
branch.
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Fig. 3. A preCQE search tree for a constraint set of weakly acyclic tuple-generating dependencies, denial constraints and existential constraints.
• Cv is a set of local constraints. In a case differentiation step, constraints can be added or removed.
• Cviov is a subset of Cv of those constraints that are violated in dbv; that is, those constraints that are evaluated as false in
dbv .
• C∀v is the subset of Cviov with universal quantifiers in front.• Vv is a ‘‘violation set’’: it is an auxiliary set that contains negations of instantiations of violated constraints with universal
quantifiers.
• C instv contains instantiations of violated constraints with universal quantifiers; it is constructed by negating the formulas
from the violation set Vv .
• C∃v is the set of instantiated constraints in C instv plus all constraints with existential quantifiers in front that are contained
in Cviov .
• C simpv finally is constructed by applying simplification (unit resolution and subsumption) on the formulas in C∃v based on
all the markers that have been set so far.
In addition, there is a global optimum dbbest storing the best solution found so far. The value of min_liesbest hence
corresponds to the amount of modifications necessary to obtain the solution dbbest from the input instance db. Lastly,
the function plnf converts a formula into PLNF by pushing negation signs inwards as far as possible; the function
dropexistentialprenex removes all leading existential quantifiers from a formula; and the function standardizevariables
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renames variables in a formula with fresh ones such that no two formulas in the constraint sets have variables in common.
For a ground literal γ , we write |γ | to retrieve the ground atom in it (without negation symbol).
Some more words on the usage of markers for ground atoms in dbv are due. The following markers are used.
1. ‘‘keep’’ (k): the ground atom in db should be retained in db′
2. ‘‘add’’ (a): the ground atom (not in db) should be added to db′
3. ‘‘remove’’ (r): the ground atom should no longer occur in db′
4. ‘‘leave’’ (l): the ground atom is neither in db nor should be in db′.
A set of helper functions are used in the preCQE algorithm to handle the database instances dbv with marked ground atoms.
• adomv is the set of all constants that occur in Cv or dbv:
adomv := {a | a ∈ dom is a constant in a formula of Cv or dbv}
• markerv(γ ) returns the marker ∈ {k, a, r, l} of the ground atom γ if γ is indeed marked, otherwise this function is
undefined. It is also used to set a marker as inmarkerv(γ ) :=a.
• unmarkedv(Φ) returns the set of those ground literals λ of an arbitrary formulaΦ for which the ground atoms |λ| are not
marked:
unmarkedv(Φ) := {λ | λ is ground literal inΦ andmarkerv(|λ|) ∉ {k, a, r, l}}.
• The notion of satisfaction in dbv is covered by redefining the model operator |H for interpretations based on marked
database instances as follows. The interpretation Idbv induced by a marked database instance dbv is a model of a ground
atom γ (written as Idbv |H γ ) in the case that it is an entry of dbv but not marked r or l:
Idbv |H γ iff γ ∈ dbv and markerv(γ ) ∉ {r, l}.
In all other cases, Idbv is not a model of γ (written as Idbv |̸H γ ). This notion of a model operator extends as usual to
formulas containing Boolean connectives or quantifiers. This way we get a full-blown model operator |H for marked
database instances.
• evalv is a function that evaluates a closed formula Φ on the marked database instance dbv based on the model operator
|H, returning the formula itself (signifying true) or its negation (signifying false).
evalv(Φ) =

Φ if Idbv |H Φ
¬Φ else.
• An open formula Φ(x⃗) (with free variables x⃗) is evaluated in a marked database instance dbv according to the following
function (for the positive part of Idbv ):
evalposv (Φ(x⃗)) := {Φ(a⃗) | a⃗ ⊂ dom and Idbv |H Φ(a⃗)}.
We now elaborate some more details of the preCQE algorithm that will be necessary for the termination, soundness and
completeness proofs. We do this by referencing the line numbering of Listings 1–6.
INIT (Listing 1). The root node r is created and the initial values are set.
GROUND (Listing 2). It determines the set of violated constraints Cviov with evalv (Line 2.1.) and sets the new optimum
whenever there are no more violated constraints (Lines 2.2.–2.2.2.).
Instantiations of violated constraints with universal quantifiers in front are computed first: the violation set Vv (see
Line 2.3.3.) is obtainedwith evalposv of the PLNF representations of the negations of violated constraintswithout the existential
prenex. For instance, in Example 6 the constraint Φ1 is violated in the root node after Ill(Mary,Aids) has been removed;
the violation set Vr then contains evalposr (Φ
′′
1 ) = {∀y (Treat(Mary,MedA) ∧ ¬Ill(Mary, y)} where Φ ′′1 ≡ ∀y (Treat(x, z) ∧¬Ill(x, y)) is the PLNF of the negation of Φ1 without the existential quantifiers. Note that for general TGDs with existential
quantifiers, the evaluation is a set of formulaswith universally quantified variables; only for full TGDs and denial constraints,
the evaluation returns ground formulas. To be able to distinguish the different non-ground violation formulas, variables are
standardized apart in Line 2.3.4..
1. INIT: Initialization for root node r
1.1. generate root node r;
1.2. dbr :=db;
1.3. min_liesr := 0;
1.4. Cr := C;
1.5. dbbest := undefined;
1.6. min_liesbest := ∞;
1.7. GROUND(r);
Listing 1. preCQE—Initialization for weakly acyclic constraints.
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2. GROUND(v): Check ground formulas in node v
2.1. Cviov := {Φ ∈ Cv | evalv(Φ) = ¬Φ};
2.2. if (Cviov = ∅)
2.2.1. dbbest := dbv;
2.2.2. min_liesbest := min_liesv;
2.3. else
2.3.1. C∀v := {Φ ∈ Cviov | outermost quantifier is ∀};
2.3.2. foreachΦi ∈ C∀v
2.3.2.1. Φ ′i := plnf (¬Φi);
2.3.2.2. Φ ′′i := dropexistentialprenex(Φ ′i );
2.3.3. Vv :=i evalposv (Φ ′′i );
2.3.4. standardizevariables(Vv);
2.3.5. C instv := {plnf (¬Ψ ) | Ψ ∈ Vv and there is no instantiation or variant of plnf (¬Ψ ) ∈ Cv};
2.3.6. C∃v := C instv ∪ (Cviov \ C∀v );
2.3.7. C simpv := C∃v ;
2.3.8. SIMP(v);
2.3.9. if ( there is ground φ ∈ C simpv with card(unmarkedv(φ)) = 0 )
2.3.9.1. PRUNE; //(conflicting markers)
2.3.10. else if ( there is ground φ ∈ C simpv with card(unmarkedv(φ)) = 1 )
2.3.10.1. take unique literal λ ∈ unmarkedv(φ);
2.3.10.2. MARK(v,λ);
2.3.10.3. GROUND(v);
2.3.11. else if ( there isΦ ∈ C simpv with card(unmarkedv(Φ)) > 0 )
2.3.11.1. SPLIT(v);
2.3.12. else
2.3.12.1. CASE(v);
Listing 2. preCQE—Ground violations for weakly acyclic constraints.
3. SIMP(v): Simplification of violated constraints
3.1. repeat until no more changes occur:
3.1.1. foreach subformulaΦ ′ of a formulaΦ ∈ C simpv
3.1.1.1. if (Φ ′ = Ψ ∧ γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {k, a}
or Φ ′ = Ψ ∧ ¬γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {r, l}
or Φ ′ = Ψ ∨ ¬γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {k, a}
or Φ ′ = Ψ ∨ γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {r, l})
3.1.1.1.1. replaceΦ ′ with Ψ; //(unit resolution)
3.1.1.2. if (Φ ′ = Ψ ∧ γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {r, l}
or Φ ′ = Ψ ∨ γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {k, a})
3.1.1.2.1. replaceΦ ′ with γ; //(unit subsumption)
3.1.1.3. if (Φ ′ = Ψ ∧ ¬γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {k, a}
or Φ ′ = Ψ ∨ ¬γ andmarkerv(γ ) ∈ {r, l})
3.1.1.3.1. replaceΦ ′ with ¬γ; //(unit subsumption)
3.1.1.4. if a variable disappeared fromΦ remove its quantifier from the prenex
Listing 3. preCQE—Simplification for weakly acyclic constraints.
4. SPLIT(v): Splitting on a ground atom in node v
4.1. chooseΦ ∈ C simpv with card(unmarkedv(Φ)) > 0;
4.2. choose λ ∈ unmarkedv(Φ);
4.3. generate two child nodes vleft and vright;
4.4. dbvleft := dbvright := dbv;
4.5. Cvleft := Cvright := Cv;
4.6. min_liesvleft :=min_liesvright :=min_liesv;
4.7. MARK(vleft,¬|λ|);
4.8. GROUND(vleft);
4.9. MARK(vright,|λ|);
4.10. GROUND(vright);
Listing 4. preCQE—Splitting on a ground atom for weakly acyclic constraints.
For each formula Ψ in the violation set Vv , the PLNF of its negation (that is, plnf (¬Ψ )) is formed and put into the
‘‘instantiation set’’ C instv (Line 2.3.5.).With this strategywe find those instantiations of constraintswith universally quantified
variables of which some ground atoms have to be modified (‘‘marked’’) in order to satisfy the violated constraint. For the
appropriate treatment of constraints containing multiple existential quantifiers (which are treated with a stepwise case
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5. CASE(v): Case differentiation in node v
5.1. choose ∃xΦ(x) ∈ C∃v where x also occurs in C simpv ;
5.2. foreach a ∈ adomv
5.2.1. generate child node va;
5.2.2. dbva := dbv;
5.2.3. Cva := (Cv ∪ {Φ(a)}) \ {∃xΦ(x)};
5.2.4. min_liesva :=min_liesv;
5.2.5. GROUND(va);
5.3. choose a′ ∈ invent \ adomv;
5.3.1. generate child node va′;
5.3.2. dbva′ := dbv;
5.3.3. Cva′ := Cv ∪ {Φ(a′)} \ {∃xΦ(x)};
5.3.4. min_liesva′ :=min_liesv;
5.3.5. GROUND(va′);
Listing 5. preCQE—Case differentiation for weakly acyclic constraints.
6. MARK(v,λ):Marking an unmarked ground atom γ in dbv
6.1. γ := |λ|;
6.2. if (λ = γ and evalv(γ ) = γ )
6.2.1. markerv(γ ) :=k;
6.3. else if (λ = γ and evalv(γ ) = ¬γ )
6.3.1. markerv(γ ) :=a;
6.3.2. min_liesv++;
6.4. else if (λ = ¬γ and evalv(γ ) = γ )
6.4.1. markerv(γ ) :=r;
6.4.2. min_liesv++;
6.5. else if (λ = ¬γ and evalv(γ ) = ¬γ )
6.5.1. markerv(γ ) :=l;
6.6. if (min_liesv ≥min_liesbest) PRUNE; //(bad bound)
Listing 6. preCQE—Marking of ground atoms for weakly acyclic constraints.
differentiation) we have to make sure that no variant or instantiation is already contained in Cv . More formally, there must
not exist a substitution
σ ′ : vars(plnf (¬Ψ ))→ dom ∪ vars(Cv)
such that (plnf (¬Ψ ))[σ ′] ∈ Cv (that is, applying the substitution to all variables of plnf (¬Ψ ) and ignoring unnecessary
existential quantifiers). For example, the formula Ill(Mary,Aids) is an instantiation of ∃y Ill(Mary, y) and hence the latter
would not be added to C instv if Ill(Mary,Aids) was already contained. And again ∃y Ill(Mary, y) is an instantiation of
∃x′y′ Ill(x′, y′) and a variant of ∃y′′ Ill(Mary, y′′) and thus both formulas would not be added to C instv . All formulas in C instv
are added to the set C∃v of existential formulas (Line 2.3.6.). C∃v contains on top of that all existential constraints in Cviov .
Then, C simpv is the set that is simplified (see Lines 2.3.7. and 2.3.8.) and later on used to avoid unnecessary instantiations and
markers. Keeping C∃v itself unsimplified ensures that in CASE the correct formulas can be deleted from Cv .
GROUND proceeds by checking whether there is a conflict in a ground formula (Lines 2.3.9. and 2.3.9.1.). When there is a
ground formula with one unmarked literal, a marker satisfies this literal (Lines 2.3.10.1. and 2.3.10.2.). As long as there
are ground formulas with more than one unmarked ground literal, or non-ground formulas with at least one unmarked
literal, a SPLIT is executed (Line 2.3.11.1.). If none of the above cases holds, we can be sure that there are only violated
constraints with existential prenex in Cviov ; then, our last option is to execute a CASE (Line 2.3.12.1.) that removes an
existential quantifier.
SIMP (Listing 3). If markers for literals have been set, the ground formulas in the violation set Vv can be simplified: a
subformula that contains a marked literal can be replaced by a simpler formula. These replacements (unit resolution and
subsumption) yield an equivalent formula in accordance with the partial interpretation that is represented by the markers:
• [Unit resolution] If in a subformulaΦ ′ ≡ Ψ ∧λ orΦ ′ ≡ Ψ ∨λ (see Line 3.1.1.1.) the marked literal λ does not influence
the solution anymore, but still markers can be set in the subformula Ψ ; then, λ is removed and only Ψ is kept.
• [Unit subsumption] If in a subformula Φ ′ ≡ Ψ ∧ λ or Φ ′ ≡ Ψ ∨ λ (see Lines 3.1.1.2. and 3.1.1.3.) the marked literal λ
determines the truth valuation of the whole subformulaΦ ′, and thus markers in the subformula Ψ do not influence the
solution; then, Ψ is removed and only λ is kept.
As an example, consider the following instantiation ofΦ3 (in PLNF) that is contained in C instr after Ill(Mary,Aids) has been
removed:
¬Treat(Mary,MedA) ∨ ¬Treat(Mary,MedB) ∨ Ill(Mary,Aids)
Only the simplified constraint¬Treat(Mary,MedA)∨¬Treat(Mary,MedB) has to be satisfied and is contained in C simpr . Note
that commutativity of the Boolean connectives∧ and∨ is assumed; that is, the procedure not only applies to φ∧γ but also
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to γ ∧φ and analogously for the other cases. This kind of truth value simplification is also used in a slightly different form in
[22] (Definition 8.2). Our version here helps us exclude those unmarked ground literals that are ‘‘do not care’’ in the current
partial interpretation Idbv and thus can retain their truth value without the need of setting any markers for them.
SPLIT (Listing 4). It chooses one simplified violated formula with at least one unmarked ground literal (see Line 4.1.) and
then chooses one of the unmarked literals of that formula (Line 4.2.). Two child nodes (Line 4.3.) are created to try both truth
values for the literal (Lines 4.7. and 4.9.). In both cases, a recursion to GROUND takes place.
CASE (Listing 5). It instantiates one existentially quantified variable x of a formula in the set of violated existential
constraints C∃v (Line 5.1.) for which the variable x also occurs in the simplified version of the formula in C simpv . x need not be
the first existentially quantified variable in the prenex; that is, there may occur other variables in front of x in the prenex
that however do not occur in C simpv .
In Line 5.3. we assume that there is a set invent ⊂ (dom \ adom) such that invent = invent tgd ∪ invent∃ according to
Corollary 1. Choosing a ‘‘fresh’’ constant a′ from invent \ adomv ensures that this constant has not been used before and is
indeed an invented constant for this subtree.
The removal of the chosen existential constraint (in Lines 5.2.3. and 5.3.3.) from Cv only succeeds if there was such an
existential constraint in Cv before; if instead the existential constraint was added to C∃v due to the violation of some TGD,
the instantiated formula is just added to Cv without removing any formula from it. But then, in an interplay of GROUND and
CASE, only instantiations of the newly added constraint will later on appear in C instv if there are still existential quantifiers
in the constraint (for v and all nodes below v). In each of the card(adomv) + 1 child nodes, GROUND is called (Lines 5.2.5.
and 5.3.5.). Note that we have to try indeed all adomv-constants (in addition to finite invention) for existentially quantified
variables in order to find a distortion minimal solution: In Example 6 the solution instance db′ satisfies Φ2 with the adom-
constant Lisa and not with an invented constant; inserting an invented constant (for example, Pete) inΦ2 wouldmakemore
modifications necessary. In other cases however, using invented constants results in distortion minimal solutions.
MARK (Listing 6). It takes as input a yet unmarked literal and retrieves the ground atom from it (Line 6.1.). Then themarker of
the ground atom in the current instance dbv is adjusted to satisfy the input literal. This is done according to the four types of
markers that can occur (see Lines 6.2.1., 6.3.1., 6.4.1. and 6.5.1.). Whenever the marker changes the evaluation of the ground
atom (that is, swaps its truth value as is the case with the markers a in Line 6.3. and r in Line 6.4.), the local lower bound of
the distortion distance is incremented (see Lines 6.3.2. and 6.4.2.). Finally, the current distortion distance is compared with
the global optimum value and the branch is pruned if necessary (see Line 6.6.).
PRUNE. The exploration of the current branch is stopped and backtracking occurs. In the simplest case, this procedure does
nothing which is why the PRUNE procedure is not explicitly listed. Yet, a more sophisticated implementation may employ
backjumping, look-ahead or learning techniques that have a positive effect on the subsequent search steps.
A marked database instance corresponds to a ‘‘normal’’ unmarked database instance when all the ground atoms that are
marked with r or l are removed; that is, the marked database instance is restricted to the ‘‘positive’’ ground atoms.
Definition 13 (Positive Restriction of dbv). The positive restriction of a marked database dbv is:
dbposv := { γ | γ ∈ dbv andmarkerv(γ ) ∉ {r, l} }
This positive restriction of dbbest (that is, db
pos
best ) is returned by the preCQE algorithm as the actual solution instance.
5. Algorithmic properties of preCQE
The four general properties of preCQE (termination, satisfiability soundness, refutation soundness and optimality) were
already stated at the beginning of Section 4. In this section, we show that these properties indeed hold for the preCQE
algorithm.
5.1. Termination of preCQE
The termination proof will be supported by the following lemma that establishes finiteness of the violation sets Vv .
Lemma 1 (Finite Violation Sets with adom ∪ invent Constants). For a set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and
denial constraints, the set Vv of ground violations (according to Line 2.3.3.) is always finite for any node v and contains only ground
or universal formulas with constants from adom ∪ invent (where invent = invent tgd ∪ invent∃ from Corollary 1).
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Theorem 1 (Termination of preCQE). For a set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial constraints, preCQE
terminates in a finite amount of time.
Proof. See Appendix C. 
A trivial algorithm would test all possible assignments of truth values for all ground instantiations of atoms (occurring
in C) with adom ∪ invent constants. In other words, it would construct a complete binary tree where in each branch
one combination of all the possible combinations of truth value assignments to ground atoms (with constants from
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adom ∪ invent) is tested. We state that preCQE on average has a good chance of doing better than such a trivially complete
algorithm:With the preCQE algorithm at best not all ground atoms (with constants from adom∪ invent) have to be explicitly
marked due to the following reasons:
1. Only violated constraints and the ground atoms affected by these are considered.
2. If a truth assignment is unequivocal, ground atoms are marked directly without splitting.
3. Branches are pruned if a better solution has already been found.
4. Branches are pruned as soon as a conflict occurs.
This means that the preCQE search in the best case does not fully contain all the possible branches of the complete tree but
contains considerably less and shorter branches. This also applies to Example 5 together with Example 6 and Fig. 3. The
first solution instance db′ is found on a branch with only five nodes. In contrast, in a trivially complete search tree, each
branch would contain an assignment for each possible ground atom with respect to the active domain and the invented
constants. In Example 5 there is an active domain of size 6 (because two constants for each Name, Diagnosis and Prescription
column appear in the input instance and the constraint set). As for the existentially quantified variables, for x2, one invented
constant in the Name column might be necessary; for y1, in the Diagnosis column one invented constant must be tested for
three possible values of x1 (Mary, Lisa and the invented value for x2). Respecting the sorts, this results in 9 possible ground
atoms for the relation Ill and 6 possible ground atoms for the relation Treat, hence in total a branch length of 15 in the trivially
complete search tree.
However there might be cases where preCQE coincides with the trivial algorithm and tests all ground atoms that are
possible with respect to the active domain adom plus the invention set invent . In this case, as a worst case bound, preCQE
would test 2c different assignments where c = ∑P∈P (card(adom ∪ invent)arity(P)) is the number of all possible ground
atoms. This is equal to the number of assignments made by the trivial algorithm that explores a complete binary search
tree. A detailed complexity analysis, however, is beyond the scope of this article and left open to further investigations. We
will comment on this issue in the final conclusion (Section 7).
5.2. Satisfiability soundness
Based on the foregoing termination result, we have to make sure that the algorithm is correct. To this end, we first of
all observe that dbbest is either a marked database instance or dbbest is undefined (if the initialization according to Line 1.5.
is never changed because the constraint set C is unsatisfiable). Now, we investigate the algorithm’s satisfiability soundness:
if the algorithm finds a marked database instance then it represents an inference-proof solution. Owed to the fact that we
already proved termination, we can equivalently show the algorithm’s refutation completeness—the algorithm terminates
with the value undefined for dbbest only if there does not exist a solution. We start with the proof of satisfiability soundness:
dbbest is only set if no violated constraint is left; that is why satisfiability soundness is ensured.
Theorem 2 (Satisfiability Soundness of preCQE). For a given set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial
constraints, and after running preCQE to completion, if dbbest is a marked database instance, then its positive restriction is an
inference-proof database instance.
Proof. The assignment of a marked database instance to dbbest happens only if in some node v, Cviov is empty (Line 2.2.); that
is, no violated constraint is left: there is no Φ ∈ C with evalv(Φ) = ¬Φ . This again means that Idbbest |H C and thus (by
Definition 13) Idb
pos
best |H C . With the help of Definition 5 we conclude that dbposbest is an inference-proof database instance. 
Refutation completeness follows from satisfiability soundness as the contrapositive of Theorem 2.
Corollary 2 (Refutation Completeness of preCQE). For a given set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial
constraints, if C is unsatisfiable, then – after running preCQE to completion – dbbest is undefined.
5.3. Refutation soundness
In a next step, we want to show refutation soundness of preCQE: whenever the algorithm terminates with the
value undefined for dbbest , then there does not exist an inference-proof solution (in other words, the constraint set C is
unsatisfiable). The other way round, as a corollary of refutation soundness, satisfiability completeness is the property that if
there exists an inference-proof solution instance (C is satisfiable), then preCQE finds such a solution as represented by dbbest .
We will take advantage of results of ‘‘semantic trees’’ that are known to be sound for propositional unsatisfiability. The
concept of semantic trees was first introduced by Robinson [36] for his resolution procedure, and later on restated by Chang
and Lee [37] as well as Fitting [38]. A semantic tree is usually defined for a set of clauses—that is, a set of disjunctions of
literals. This definition is caused by the fact that resolution crucially relies on clausal input. Note however, that we will need
a semantic tree for our non-CNF preCQE input in the upcoming Theorem 4 because existential constraints may be arbitrary
PLNF formulas. Yet, it is known that for a ground formula there are equivalence-preserving rewrite rules that transform it
into CNF; moreover, any set of ground CNF formulas can be easily transformed into a set of ground clauses by treating each
conjunct of a formula as a single clause. Due to this equivalence preservation we can be sure that a set of ground formulas
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is (propositionally) satisfiable if and only if the union of the sets of clauses obtained from the formulas is. Hence, we expand
the definition of semantic trees to apply to a set of ground formulas (instead of a set of ground clauses).
Definition 14 (Semantic Tree, Failure Node). Let S0 be a set of ground formulas and let A0 be the set of ground atoms
occurring in S0. A semantic tree for S0 is a binary tree where
1. the root node has no label
2. the inner nodes of the tree have the following labels
(a) each right child node v has as its label a ground atom γ chosen from A0
(b) the left sibling of v has ¬γ as its label
for any path from the root node to a node v, in the union of all labels along the path, there does not occur a complementary
pair of literals.
A failure node is a node in a semantic tree that falsifies a formula from S0 but none of its ancestors does; that is, the union of
labels on the path from the root to the failure node form an interpretation of the ground atoms that makes the formula false.
A semantic tree is closed if all its leaves are failure nodes.
Note that in the general definition of Chang and Lee [37] a semantic tree need not be binary; in fact the general condition
is that for any set of siblings the disjunction of their labels has to be a valid (that is, tautologous) formula. For our purposes
however binary semantic trees as defined in Definition 14 suffice. Note, also, that in [37] a semantic tree is defined for a
fixed enumeration of Herbrand’s base pertaining to the considered set of clauses. Yet, for our finite and function-free case,
the enumeration is of no importance; this is also noted by [38]. This implies that we do not run into difficulties with our
choosing formulas and splitting literals non-deterministically (in Lines 2.3.10., 4.1. and 4.2.).
In the proof of refutation soundness, we need one form of ‘‘Herbrand’s Theorem’’: It is possible to state Herbrand’s
theorem with the help of semantic trees; a similar statement is contained in [37] but again they only consider a set of
clauses and only universally quantified formulas. We thus extend it to a set of non-clausal formulas here requiring that
existential quantifiers are removed by a specific form of Skolemization. In particular, Herbrand’s theorem requires a set of
closed universal formulas in Skolem normal form: existentially quantified variables are replaced by Skolem functions. In
Definition 15wewill transform the constraint set into a set of formulas in Skolem normal form by instantiating existentially
quantified variables with constants from the set invent . In other words, we let the invention used in the preCQE search tree
define concrete Skolem functions. For example in node v6 in Fig. 3 invention for the constraint formulaΦ1 takes place. The
Skolemnormal form contains a Skolem function fy1(x1, z1) for the existentially quantified variable y1:∀x1z1 (Treat(x1, z1)→
Ill(x1, fy1(x1, z1))). The Skolem function then maps the inputs Lisa (for x1) and MedB (for z1) to the invented value Cough;
hence the appropriate ground instance would be: Treat(Lisa,MedB)→ Ill(Lisa,Cough).
Theorem 3 (Herbrand’s Theorem with Semantic Tree). Let S be a set of closed universal formulas in Skolem normal form. Then
S is unsatisfiable iff for some finite set S0 of ground instances of formulas in S there is a closed semantic tree.
Wewill use this version of Herbrand’s Theorem to show refutation soundness of preCQE. We begin with the definition of
how a semantic tree is constructed out of a given preCQE search tree. As an illustration of the construction, Fig. 4 shows the
semantic tree for the part of the preCQE search tree shown in Fig. 3 (it contains non-closed branches, because the constraint
set C is satisfiable in this case). Note that for a case differentiation only the nodes with invented constants are kept as
refutation soundness covers only (un-)satisfiability properties (and not optimization properties) of the solution instance;
that is why node v4 of the search tree is not contained in the semantic tree.
Definition 15 (Construction of Semantic Tree). Let T be a search tree obtained by running preCQE on a constraint set C (of
weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial constraints) and an input instance db. We assume that a mapping
from variables to invented constants is fixed and that this mapping is used in the preCQE search tree T whenever invention
takes place. This mapping ranges over all variables that ever occur in C∃v (a set of constraints where all universally variables
are instantiated according to the current database instance dbv) for any node v in T—that is, we also include the variables
that were newly introduced by standardization. We denote the mapping σ ′′:
σ ′′ :

v in T
vars(C∃v )→ invent
where invent still is the set invent tgd ∪ invent∃ from Corollary 1. Let now T be the preCQE search tree, obtained from a run
of preCQE using σ ′′; that is, the last child node created in a CASE operation (Line 5.3.1.) is now assumed to instantiate the
case variable xwith σ ′′(x).
T ∗ is the semantic tree constructed from T by traversing T from the root to each leaf and adding nodes to T ∗ for every
node v in T as follows:
• If v is the root node in T , it is also the unlabeled root node in T ∗.
• For each literal that was marked in v in a GROUND call, a new level of nodes has to be created in T ∗ (in the subtree having
node v as its root): Assume there arem literals λ1 . . . λm that are marked in v (according to Line 2.3.10.2.); then,
– for λ1 two new child nodes of v have to be created in T ∗; the left child is labeled with the negative literal¬|λ1|, while
the right child is labeled with the positive |λ1|. We refer to the two new nodes as the ‘‘level of λ1’’.
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Fig. 4. Example for semantic tree.
– for each λi (for i = 2 . . .m) two new nodes are created in T ∗ which are referred to as the ‘‘level of λi’’. They are
appended as child nodes to that node in the level of λi−1 that is labeled with λi−1; that is, no child nodes are appended
to the node in the level of λi−1 that is labeled with λi−1 .
• If a splitting occurs in v and vleft and vright are the two child nodes of v in T (see Line 4.3.), vleft and vright are also contained
in T ∗ and labeled with the literal that was marked in the SPLIT call; that is, vleft is labeled with¬|λ| and vright is labeled
with |λ|. We only have to adjust their position in T ∗ if new nodes were created in T ∗ immediately before the splitting;
that is, if there is a λm that was marked in v (according to the previous step), then vleft and vright in T ∗ are the child nodes
of that node in the level of λm that is labeled with λm.
• Lastly, all those nodes of T that were created in a CASE step are omitted from T ∗—we will call these node ‘‘case nodes’’
in the following. More precisely, whenever a set of sibling case node is encountered upon traversal of T , we only keep
the rightmost of these sibling, where the case variable x is instantiated with σ ′′(x)—we will call this node the ‘‘invention
node’’. All other case nodes (including all the subtrees below them) are immediately removed. Then, the construction of
T ∗ is continued in the invention node. When T ∗ is fully expanded, we traverse T ∗ once again and remove all invention
nodes (note that invention nodes do not have any siblings in T ∗), but keep the subtrees below them: we append all child
nodes of an invention node to the parent of the invention node; if an invention node has an invention node as its child
we also remove the child invention node.
The new tree T ∗ indeed has the properties of a semantic tree (as defined in Definition 14): all nodes in T ∗ are labeled
appropriately and we can be sure that no path contains labels with a complementary pair of literals because labels are
based on the markers that are set in T and MARK is only called for unmarked literals. T ∗ is binary because for the marking
of a single unmarked ground atom, the appropriate counterpart node is newly created as a leaf in T ∗; we will show in the
proof of Theorem 4 that any such newly created leaf is indeed a failure node – that is the reason why we do not append any
child nodes to such a node in our construction of T ∗. Moreover, all nodes created in a case differentiation are removed and
only their binary subtrees are kept.
Theorem 4 (Refutation Soundness of preCQE). For a set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial constraints,
and after running preCQE to completion, if dbbest is undefined, then C is unsatisfiable.
Proof. See Appendix D. 
As already mentioned, satisfiability completeness now follows from refutation soundness.
Corollary 3 (Satisfiability Completeness of preCQE). For a set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial
constraints, if C is satisfiable, then – after running preCQE to completion – dbbest is a marked database instance.
Lastly, we can also show distortion minimality of the solution instance: the preCQE algorithm finds one of the instances
that minimizes the number of additions or removals of tuples with respect to the input database instance while preserving
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the confidentiality of the secrets by means of inference-proofness. This is due to the general properties of the Branch-and-
Bound approach, with which along each branch of the preCQE search tree the lower bound for the distortion distance (called
min_lies in the algorithm) is monotonically nondecreasing.
Theorem 5 (Optimality of Solution). For a set C of weakly acyclic TGDs, existential constraints and denial constraints, if preCQE
finds a solution dbbest , then its positive restriction db
pos
best is distortion minimal.
Proof. See Appendix E. 
6. Discussion and related work
Approaches that handle confidentiality or privacy requirements in knowledge bases and databases have been studied
for quite some time. We elaborate some approaches related to our work and compare them to the preCQE algorithm in the
first subsection. Moreover, there are several research areas that – although not focusing on security requirements – have
influenced the development of preCQE. Yet none of them readily fits the bill of the preCQE problem statement as either they
do not consider database instances in an infinite domain or they do not follow a distance minimization approach or they
apply a different data model as well as different modification primitives. With preCQE we made an effort to combine the
expedient features of all of them. We discuss the approaches and their influences on preCQE in the following subsections.
6.1. Privacy and confidentiality in knowledge bases
One notion of confidentiality preservation in databases that uses modification of database entries to achieve protection
of secrets are cover stories [39,11,40,12]. In multilevel secure (MLS) databases they ensure a consistent view to a low-level
user without revealing (not even the existence of) high-level information; this is indeed achieved by adding harmless tuples
that cover up for confidential tuples. Cuppens and Gabillon [40] describe cover stories as ‘‘lies introduced in the multilevel
database in order to protect some existing higher classified data’’. It is argued in [39,40] that without cover stories (that is, by
just refusing to answer), it might happen that the existence of sensitive information is disclosed. Most of these approaches
address management and evaluation of cover stories but not their automatic generation as can be done with preCQE on a
logically sound basis. Cuppens and Gabillon [40] list some rules to generate cover stories but do not prove their soundness
and completeness.
There are some approaches that can be used to detect inferences before some data (‘‘views’’) of a logical database are
released to the public. Those views are defined over a knowledge base in [8], a relational database in [9] and (more generally)
over an ‘‘information system formalism’’ in [10]. The ‘‘provable data privacy’’ approach for incomplete ALC knowledge
bases [8] tests if the ‘‘certain answers’’ of a secret query result in the empty set. In a way, this also deceives a user about the
correct evaluation of some queries: a viewmay omit some answers and hencemakes the query answer undefined instead of
denying it. The common feature of [10,9] is that they assume that the user has fixed an a priori probability distribution over
all possible database instances; then their notions of confidentiality (called ‘‘security’’, ‘‘privacy’’ or ‘‘safety’’) require that the
a priori probability of a response to a ‘‘secret query’’ be equal to its a posteriori probability (after releasing the views). Miklau
and Suciu [9] incorporate a priori knowledge of the user by conditional probabilities while computing the probabilities of
the secret query. Most notably, both approaches later on identify conditions under which the assumption of a probability
distribution is unnecessary. Miklau and Suciu [9] reduce their probabilistic framework to checking containment of ‘‘critical
tuples’’ in the views. This criterion enforces query-view security independent of the actual probability distribution over
instances. The authors concede that, ‘‘this result translates the probabilistic definition of query-view security into a purely
logical statement, which does not involve probabilities. This is important, because it allows us to reason about query-view
security by using traditional techniques from database theory and finite model theory’’. On the other hand, Cuenca Grau
and Horrocks [10] get rid of the probabilities by checking whether the system returns the same responses before and after
the views are released. We should reinforce the point that all these approaches assume that the view is already given, while
preCQE generates a provably secure instance and not just checks an existing view for privacy breaches.
Moreover, in contrast to the above approaches, preCQE ensures a maximum of availability of correct information in the
solution instance by explicitly minimizing the amount of distortions in a distance-based manner.
6.2. Automated theorem proving and model generation
Automated theorem proving provides mechanisms that aim to show that a first-order theorem follows from a set of
axioms (for example by deriving a refutation from the axioms and the negation of the theorem). Model generation on the
other hand strives for (in most cases) finding finite models of a set of first-order formulas. Bry and Torge [41] employ the
‘‘extended positive tableaux’’ (EP tableaux) method in their ‘‘Satisfiability Checking for Integrity Constraints’’ (SIC) system.
If a set of database constraints is finitely satisfiable, SIC generates a minimal finite model; if the considered constraints are
unsatisfiable, SIC refutes the constraints. The SIC database constraints are a set of syntactically restricted formulas—so-called
‘‘positive formulas with restricted quantification’’ (PRQ formulas) having the same expressive power as unrestricted first-
order logic. The EP tableaux method introduces the so-called ∃-rule: for an existentially quantified variable, several child
nodes are created: for each child a different constant is tried as an instantiation for the variable, where the constants tried
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are taken from the set of constant already appearing in the current tableau branch plus one new constant. The handling of
existential constraints in preCQE originates from this ∃-rule; yet, in preCQE, instantiations with the whole active domain are
tried because distortion minimization is our secondary goal (which is not the case with SIC). The tableaux method is shown
to be sound and complete for unsatisfiability, as well as sound for satisfiability and complete for finite satisfiability. The
restriction to process only unsatisfied formulas (hence ‘‘violated’’ constraints in the preCQE terminology) is also applied
in preCQE. Yet SIC and preCQE differ in the model finding strategy: SIC is a tableaux system and it does not follow a
minimal change approach (that is, minimize a distance between database instances); we are convinced that for distortion
minimization the preCQE search tree with its Branch-and-Bound approach is the better choice.
FDPLL [42] and its successor Darwin with the Model Evolution Calculus [43,44] provide a procedure that generates
models of possibly infinite size. It processes clauses in predicate logic (without equality). Models are represented as sets
of non-ground formulas. The authors state that Darwin is a decision procedure for the Bernays–Schönfinkel class. The main
achievement of both FDPLL and Darwin is that they lift the rules of the propositional DPLL method to first-order logic (for
example, the splitting rule). Both aim purely at model generation—hence, they do not consider minimal change either. We
reinforce the point that the Model Evolution Calculus is designed for clause logic; in contrast, preCQE allows a much more
general syntax of constraint formulas. Incorporation of lifted splitting into preCQE is desirable but then the computation of
the distortion distance has to be supported accordingly.
6.3. Data exchange and database repairs
Both, data exchange [33,9,45] and database repairs [46,24,47,34,48–50,29,51,52], are concerned with restoring
consistency with respect to a set of constraints.
Data exchange materializes data from sources into a target based on a set of ‘‘source-to-target’’ dependencies (and
possibly respecting an additional set of target dependencies). Fagin et al. [33] apply the chase procedure to the dependencies
to take over data from the sources into the target. As already mentioned, the notion of weakly acyclic TGDs originates from
them. But during their chase procedure, existential quantifiers lead to introducing null values in the target whichmakes the
target incomplete; this again in contrast to how preCQE handles existential quantifiers. Furthermore, every time the body of
a TGD is satisfied, the chase adds tuples in the head to the target; in contrast, with preCQE it is also possible to delete tuples
affected by the body to achieve consistency. In contrast to [33], preCQE is able to handle additionally existential and denial
constraints.
Database repairs emerged in the context of consistent query answers (CQA): when a user queries a database that is
inconsistent with respect to a set of constraints, identify those responses that are consistent with the constraints. Similar
to our approach, CQA approaches assume a fixed relational database schema with a finite set of relations, an infinite set of
attributes and a fixed infinite database domain of uninterpreted constants. A minimally changed database instance that is
consistent with the constraints is called a ‘‘repair’’. Most approaches use the smallest symmetric set difference; in this way,
their approach is identical to the inclusion-based distancemeasure used in belief revision. A consistent database answer (for
an open query) is usually defined as a set of tuples for which the query is satisfied in all repairs of the original (inconsistent)
database instance; similarly, true or false can be consistent answers for a closed query. Database repairs and the complexity of
consistent query answering have been analyzed for a variety of constraints. In particular, tractability as well as intractability
results have been established like for example in the following approaches. Afrati et al. [29] survey both inclusion-based
as well as cardinality-based distances and analyze the problem of repair checking based on these distances. Staworko and
Chomicki [52] analyze the complexity of the repair checking problem as well as consistent query answering for several
classes of constraints and queries; they also provide polynomial time algorithms (with respect to the size of the inconsistent
input instance) that compute repairs. Wijsen [48] devises a procedure allowing changes in the attributes of tuples (instead
of inserting or deleting tuples as a whole). Logic programming has been often employed to compute consistent answers (see
for example [24,47]). However, when translating the input into a logic program, in general, the underlying domain must be
captured by a domain predicate (often called dom) and the input database instance has to be totally specified in the logic
program. A particularly interesting approach that avoids the above issue is the one of Caniupán and Bertossi [53]; they report
a very efficient methodology using the DLV reasoner in combination with a DBMS.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no database repair or data exchange approaches that instantiate existentially
quantified variables with concrete values from the underlying domain while at the same time testing equality of these
instantiated values in order to achieve an optimal solution (in our case, a solution that is minimal with respect to the
cardinality-based distortion distance). More precisely, in the preCQE search tree, values that are tested as instantiations for
an existentially quantified variable are first of all taken from the active domain in the current branch—that is, all values for the
original active domain adom plus all invented constants in the branch up to the current node. Instantiations of variables can
thus coincidewith active domain constants or previously invented constants. Afterward, one new invented constant is tested
for the existentially quantified variable. Furthermore, invented constants in preCQE are ‘‘propagated’’ to other positions (that
is, they can occur elsewhere in the solution instance) by TGDs.
The resulting inference-proof and distortion minimal solution instance is a set of ground atoms. If a closed world
assumption is made, all queries can be answered with definite answers (no undefined answers and no null values). That
is, the solution instance of preCQE can also be interpreted in the complete setting. If this semantics can be captured by a
logic program and solved by an automated reasoning procedure is still an open question.
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6.4. Belief revision
Belief revision is about accommodating a set of knowledge (a ‘‘knowledge base’’ or ‘‘belief base’’) to new information.
A knowledge base corresponds to our notion of an incomplete database and hence – as we require our preCQE result to be
complete – is not totally applicable. Nevertheless, minimal change semantics is inherent to belief revision andmost notions
of distances on models originate from it. But research on belief revision mostly focused on theoretical properties rather
than practical implementations; for example, the AGM-postulates [54] for belief revision and the MG-postulates [55,56]
for propositional belief base update. Chou and Winslett [57] implement model-based belief revision: they minimize the
distances between models of the knowledge and the new information. They use negation (‘‘inconsistencies’’) to determine
minimal flippings of ground literals in order to establish consistency with the new information. Inconsistencies are akin to
our violation sets but require putting the formula into CNF beforehand—which we with preCQE do not. After a foundational
propositional algorithm, they propose a first-order algorithm including the handling of function symbols. Yet this approach
remains preliminary as the universe is assumed to be finite and thus allows for elimination of quantifiers.
Williams [58]widens the extent of belief revision to include rankings among the beliefs: the higher the rank, themore firmly
the belief is held. As a result, forfeiting several lower ranked beliefsmight in total be better thanwithdrawing a higher ranked
belief. The input of this algorithm is called a ‘‘theory base’’. The algorithm incorporates a procedure that moves formulas up
or down in the ranking; yet, it does not alter the syntactical appearance of the formulas. Hence, the outcome of the revision
depends on the syntax of the input (not on its models). While this approach seems to be quite powerful for its purpose of
belief revision (dealing with inherently incomplete knowledge bases), it is not the right tool for preCQE (which assumes a
complete setting for the database).
One can see an inference-proof and distortionminimal instance db′ as a revised version of the input instance db in a first-
order setting with an infinite underlying domain. The constraint set C is then the information that has been revised into db;
distortion minimality ensures one form of minimal change semantics of belief revision. However, the question whether the
preCQE algorithm satisfies belief revision postulates (that were originally devised for propositional input) is an issue that
requires further investigation.
7. Conclusion
We presented and analyzed an algorithm called preCQE that – for a given original database instance and a set of
appropriately formed constraints – is able to correctly compute a solution instance that obeys the formal properties of
inference-proofness and distortion minimality. With these properties it ensures protection of confidential information as
well asmaximizes the amount of correct information that can safely be disclosed. preCQE extends and improves upon related
work in several points. We summarize the achievements in brief. The preCQE algorithm
• comprises a combination of model generation and distance minimization in an infinite domain.
• handles quantifiers immediately without a need to expand them into ground conjunctions or disjunctions.
• puts only minor restrictions on the syntax of constraint formulas in comparison to other approaches, where restriction
to CNF, TGDs or even simpler syntax is required.
• incorporates both addition and deletion of tuples as modification primitives and is hence more general as for example
the chase procedure.
• is optimized for complete databases and can thus take advantage of an efficient query evaluation function.
• outputs a complete database instance and does not switch to an incomplete instance; other approaches introduce null
values and hence eschew concrete instantiations of variables.
• is proved to be sound and complete; the proof of refutation soundness applies semantic trees to non-clausal formulas in
an innovative manner.
• is highly extensible (for example to other distance measures or other policy models).
A major question that so far remains open is a thorough complexity analysis of the presented approach. It was shown in
[49,29] that already the ‘‘repair checking problem’’ for denial constraints is coNP-complete if the cardinality-based semantics
is used (which is identical to the preCQE distortion distance). As preCQE is designed for a wider class of constraints and uses
finite invention, the problem is even more complex; we however showed its decidability for the class of weakly acyclic
constraints. Moreover, the evaluation of a prototype – for propositional input – excels with a good runtime performance;
it is presented in [59]. Further investigations on the complexity of preCQE could extend the theoretical considerations on
the one hand and design and perform practical runtime experiments on the other hand. Theory will focus on two main
issues (see also Section 5.1): How many invented constants does preCQE actually have to generate—in the worst case and,
more interesting but alsomore challenging, on the average? How could we find a nontrivial bound on the number of ground
atoms where preCQE employs explicit splitting—again in the worst case and on the average? We expect that the average
case problems can only be pragmatically tackled. Consequently, we are currently implementing a prototype system using a
Oracle-SQL DMBS in connection with a Java interface.
It might also be worthwhile to study the behavior of our algorithm on other fragments of first-order logic or description
logics. Incorporation of equality and other built-in predicates appears to be feasible along the lines of [22]. The preCQE is
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open to techniques (like subsumption removal, tautology removal or elimination of variables) that help reduce the size of
the constraints so that they can be processedmore efficiently. Other extensions like non-ground splitting or attribute-based
distance measures might also be interesting topics of future work.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 4
The proof is based on the structure of the dependency graph; it analyzes the number of special edges on paths in the
graph. Our first observation is that paths with special edges in the graph are finite: The graph is assumed to be weakly
acyclic such that there are no cycles with special edges. Hence, the number of special edges on a path is finite and we can
determine the maximum of special edges over all paths; we denote this maximummax∃.
Next, we group together those positions that have incoming special edges and where no path ending in such an edge has
more than i special edges (i ranges over {1 . . .max∃} and Pi′ stands for arbitrary positions in the graph):
Posi := { Pi′ | there is a path with i special edges ending with
a special edge in Pi′ but there is no such path
with more than i special edges }
i is called the ‘‘rank’’ of the positions in Posi. We will also need the maximum number of special edges entering a position in
Posi (themaximum ‘‘fanin’’ of special edges);wedenote this numbermax
fanin
i . An upper bound for the amount pi(card(adom))
of invented constants can be inductively defined over the ranks i = 1 . . .max∃ as follows. The base case is rank 1: For any
position in Pos1 and any incoming special edge, constants in the position from where the special edge originates can only
range over adom (otherwise the rank would be greater than 1). Depending on the fanin, invention occurs for tuples of adom
constants (due to variables occurring in both the body and the head of a TGD); that is, for each of the card(adom)max
fanin
1
tuples at most one new constant has to be invented. As the same position may occur in more than one TGD, we lastly factor
in card(C):
p1(card(adom)) := card(Pos1) · card(adom)max
fanin
1 · card(C)
We now see that for all other ranks essentially the same arguments apply with the exception that we have to sum up the
constants that were invented in nodes with lesser ranks; these invented constants can indeed cause invention in a higher
ranked position:
pi(card(adom)) := card(Posi) ·
card(adom)+
i−1
j=1
pj(card(adom))
maxfanini
·
card(C)
Consequently, to count the amount of invention necessary to satisfy the set C of TGDs, we sumup all the pi values; hence, the
cardinality of invent tgd can be bounded by
∑max∃
i=1 pi(card(adom)). This is in fact a polynomial in card(adom) if C is assumed
to be fixed.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 1
The formulas for which violation sets are computed are those with universal quantifiers in their prenex (that is, only
the TGDs and the denial constraints but not the existential constraints). We start with showing that for a TGD Φ the
positive evaluation of its negation (without the existential prenex after pushing the negation sign inwards) in dbv is finite:
the answer set evalposv (dropexistentialprenex(plnf (¬Φ))) forms part of Vv . More precisely, for a TGD in PLNF representation
Φ ≡ ∀x⃗∃y⃗ (Φ ′(x⃗) ∨ Ψ (x⃗, y⃗)) (where Φ ′(x⃗) ≡ ¬Γ1(x⃗) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬Γm(x⃗) is a disjunction of negative literals and Ψ (x⃗, y⃗) ≡
Γ ′1(x⃗, y⃗) ∧ · · · ∧ Γ ′n(x⃗, y⃗) is a conjunction of positive literals), we see that
plnf (¬Φ) ≡ ∃x⃗∀y⃗ (Γ1(x⃗) ∧ · · · ∧ Γm(x⃗) ∧ (¬Γ ′1(x⃗, y⃗) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬Γ ′n(x⃗, y⃗)))
and after dropping the ∃-prenex, the variables x⃗ are free. We will refer to this formula by Φ .
Van Gelder and Topor [22] define the class of ‘‘evaluable’’ formulas with the help of the two relations gen and con; they
state that the evaluable formulas form the largest (syntactically characterizable) class of domain-independent formulas and
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thus for database instances, finite query responses containing only active domain elements are ensured. Because we use
finite invention for existential quantifiers, we have to augment the active domain with the invented constants. Moreover,
answers to evaluable queries are efficiently computable as is shown in [22] by transforming them into relational algebra
normal form. Without filling in the details for the relations gen and con, we argue that Φ is an evaluable formula: For every
x ∈ x⃗, gen(x,Φ) holds because x occurs in at least one Γi (for i = 1 . . .m). As for the y ∈ y⃗, we verify that the relation
con(y,¬(plnf (¬Φ))) holds because y is absent from all Γi but contained in at least one Γ ′j (for j = 1 . . . n).
The above argumentation also applies to full TGDs (without existentially quantified variables) as well as denial constraints.
That is, the evaluable property also holds for full TGDs and denial constraints: denial constraints consist just of atoms Γi; full
TGDs consist of Γi and Γ ′j without the y⃗ variables. Both just have the free variables x⃗; hence both also satisfy the evaluable
property. We conclude that answer sets added to Vv are finite and contain only constants from adom ∪ invent .
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 1
The first argument is that all sets of formulas that are computed in a preCQE run are finite and hence all instructions
executed on such sets require finite time. Most notably, it may happen that new existential constraints are added to but
none are removed from a constraint set Cv (see Lines 5.2.3. and 5.3.3.): whenever CASE is called for the first time for an
instantiation of a TGD in C instv , the formula ∃xΦ(x) is only contained in C∃v but not in Cv and hence the instantiations Φ(a)
or Φ(a′) are added to Cv without removing ∃xΦ(x). This addition only happens if all the universally quantified variables of
a TGD have been bound to constants in adomv (with the help of C instv in Line 2.3.5.) and all its ground atoms are marked.
Moreover, the instantiation/variant test in Line 2.3.5. ensures that, as soon as such a formula has been added to Cv , no
formula for the same tuple of adomv constants but with more (or equally many) existentially quantified variables will ever
be added again. That is, for every instantiation of the universally quantified variables in the head of a TGDwith adom∪ invent
constants, at most once one existential constraint is added to Cv: the body of the TGDwill be simplified because all its atoms
are marked. At an outside estimate, if d is the number of TGDs in C that have existentially quantified variables in their heads
and e is the maximum amount of universally quantified variables occurring in these TGDs, at most d · card(adom∪ invent)e
existential constraint are added to Cv . In all other executions of Lines 5.2.3. and 5.3.3., indeed the instantiation replaces the
original formula in Cv .
Next, Cviov is finite in Line 2.1. (as it is a subset of the local constraint set Cv). This implies that there are only finitely many
iterations of the foreach loop that processes each formula of C∀v in Line 2.3.2. As the answer sets for query evaluation are
finite, each violation set Vv (see Line 2.3.3.) is finite: we have shown its finiteness in Lemma 1. But then indeed we can be
sure that
• the foreach loop in SIMP (Line 3.1.1.) needs only a finite number of iterations
• the if-conditions in Lines 2.3.9. and 2.3.10. can be checked in finite time
• the selection of the splitting formula (see Line 4.1.) and the selection of the case differentiation formula (Line 5.1.) is
based on the finite set C simpv .
Moreover, the SIMP procedure on C simpv terminates: the repetition of the simplification of formulas (see Line 3.1.) only takes
finite time because, whenever an application is possible, the length of one of the formulas decreases (see Lines 3.1.1.1.1.,
3.1.1.2.1. and 3.1.1.3.1.). Next we observe that in CASE the number of generated child nodes (Lines 5.2.1. and 5.3.1.) is
finite: the active domain of a constraint set Cv is not altered in any other procedure than CASE; after a CASE step, adomv
contains at most one new constant taken from invent . Hence we can establish that in any node v, adomv ⊆ (adom∪ invent).
That is, the number of generated child nodes (and the number of iterations of the foreach loop in Line 5.2.) is bounded by
card(adom) + card(invent). Note that SPLIT creates just two child nodes. All other steps in the six procedures consist of
finite instructions.
We still have to show that the recursion in preCQE is bounded andwith it the depth of the preCQE search tree; in otherwords,
the preCQE search tree has no infinite branches. We observe that GROUND, SPLIT and CASE are involved in the recursion:
GROUND calls itself in Line 2.3.10.3. or calls SPLIT (Line 2.3.11.1.) or CASE (Line 2.3.12.1.); SPLIT recurs to GROUND twice
(Lines 4.8. and 4.10.). Lastly, CASE recurs to GROUND (Lines 5.2.5. and Lines 5.3.5.). The recursion is only stopped in the
following three cases (which correspond to leaves in the search tree):
1. a (new) optimum is found (Line 2.2.)
2. the first pruning condition arises: the current partial interpretation contains a conflict (see Line 2.3.9.1.)
3. the second pruning condition arises: a better solution than the current partial interpretation has already been found (see
Line 6.6.)
First we argue that there can only be finitely many calls to CASE along a branch in the search tree. Let l be the number of
variables occurring in existential constraints in C . Let now f be the maximum amount of existentially quantified variables
occurring in the heads of TGDs (still d is the number of TGDs in C that have existentially quantified variables in their heads
and e is the maximum amount of universally quantified variables occurring in these TGDs). Then, at most
l′ := d · card(adom ∪ invent)e · (f − 1)
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new existentially quantified variables occur in Cv due to Line 2.3.5. and standardization in Line 2.3.4. (we use f − 1 because
one variable is immediately instantiated before adding the formula to Cv in CASE). In each execution of CASE in Lines 5.2.3.
and 5.3.3. an existential constraint is replaced by an instantiation; the overall amount of existentially quantified variables
decreases with such a replacement. Hence now we can argue that there cannot be more than l+ l′ recursive calls to CASE.
Lastly, each recursive GROUND call (either in Line 2.3.10.2. or in Lines 4.7. and 4.9.) is preceded by a MARK operation—except
for the GROUND calls in CASE which we already have accounted for. By Lemma 1 and the instantiation steps in CASE, we
note that the MARK operation is only executed on unmarked ground literals with adom ∪ invent constants that are taken
from formulas in C simpv . Hence the number of MARK calls is bounded by the number of ground atoms with constants from
adom ∪ invent . More precisely, there are
k′′ :=
−
P∈P
P occurs in C
card(adom ∪ invent)arity(P)
different such ground atoms. That is, after at most l+ l′ + k′′ operations, either pruning occurs or a new optimum is found.
Hence the length of a branch in the preCQE search tree is bounded by l+ l′ + k′′.
Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 4
Let T be a search tree constructed when running preCQE on C . By assumption, dbbest is undefined. This can only happen if
all branches in the tree T are pruned due to conflicting markers; that is, in each leaf v of T a violation was encountered in
Vv for which all markers are set. Recall from Theorem 1 that there are only two other cases in which recursion in preCQE is
stopped: either an optimum was found or bad bound pruning takes place; both of them imply that dbbest is not undefined
but contains a marked database instance instead which violates our assumption.
We aim to prove that the preCQE search tree is a soundmethod to show the unsatisfiability of the constraint set C . The proof
consists of two steps:
1. We identify a finite set C0 of ground formulas that are ground instances of formulas in the constraint set C (with
existentially quantified variables instantiated according to σ ′′ defined in Definition 15).
2. We expand the preCQE search tree T to be a closed semantic tree T ∗ for C0. Then we rely on the fact that this closed
semantic tree is a sound method to prove propositional (that is ‘‘truth-functional’’) unsatisfiability of C0.
After these two steps, what follows is that if dbbest is undefined, then C0 is indeed unsatisfiable and by Herbrand’s Theorem
C also is.
First, we identify the set C0 of ground instances of C that will be shown to be refuted by T ∗. All those formulas ever added
to a set C∃v with all the existentially quantified variables instantiated according to σ ′′ tender themselves as ideal candidates.
These formulas are ground instances of formulas in C because all universally quantified variables are instantiated according
to the appropriate instantiation set C instv :
C0 :=

v in T
{Φ(σ ′′(x1), . . . , σ ′′(xn)) | ∃x1, . . . , xnΦ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C∃v }
We now come to the second step: show that the set C0 is unsatisfiable by showing that there is a closed semantic tree
for C0. Let T ∗ be the semantic tree constructed from the preCQE search tree T by Definition 15. We will in fact show that T ∗
is a closed semantic tree for C0. Recall that each branch in the search tree T is pruned. We now show that each leaf in the
semantic tree T ∗ is a failure node that falsifies a formula in C0. Hence, let v∗ be a leaf in T ∗.
1. If v∗ is identical to a leaf v in T , then v was pruned in T because there is a conflicting ground formula φ ∈ C simpv (after
simplification) such that card(unmarkedv(φ)) = 0. This pruning occurred as a consequence of a MARK operation for a
literal λ∗ in v that makes λ∗ true in v; but then, by construction of T ∗, v∗ is labeled with λ∗ and λ∗ is also true in v∗.
Moreover, all labels on the path from the root of T ∗ to v∗ correspond to the markers in T . Hence v∗ falsifies φ in T ∗.
Let φ∗ be the ground formula from which φ was obtained by simplification. Then, v∗ also falsifies φ∗ because
simplification is unsatisfiability-preserving for a given (partial) interpretation. Lastly note that φ∗ indeed is a formula
of C0 because the labels of T ∗ contain only σ ′′-instantiated ground atoms by construction.
2. If v∗ is not contained in T , then it is a leaf in a new level of a literal λ∗ in T ∗. But λ∗ was marked (as true) in a node v in T ,
because it was chosen from a ground formula φ ∈ C simpv (after simplification) with card(unmarkedv(φ)) = 1. This node v
is then an ancestor of v∗ in T ∗. By construction, all ancestors of v∗ in T ∗ are labeled according to the markers in T .
• If v∗ is labeled with λ∗, then λ∗ is false in v∗. We convince ourselves that v∗ falsifies φ: λ∗ is the only unmarked literal
of φ and all other marked literals do not satisfy φ, and thus φ is indeed false in v∗. Analogously to the previous case,
let φ∗ (from C∃v ) be the formula from which φ was obtained by simplification. Then, v∗ also falsifies φ∗ because of
unsatisfiability preservation. And again, φ∗ indeed is a formula of C0 by construction.
• If v∗ is labeled with λ∗ then v (the ancestor of v∗ in T ∗) was pruned in T immediately after λ∗ was marked in v,
because otherwise v∗ would not be a leaf in T ∗. But then again, there is a violated ground formula φ′ ∈ C simpv for which
card(unmarkedv(φ′)) = 0. Hence, v∗ falsifiesφ′ and alsoφ′∗ ifφ′∗ (from C∃v ) is the formula fromwhichφ′was obtained
by simplification.
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Fig. E.5.Markers in dbposbest for ground atoms with adom constants.
No ancestor of v∗ in T ∗ falsifies a formula in C0, because otherwise pruning would have occurred earlier in T . These are all
cases that have to be considered and thus T ∗ falsifies C0. By Herbrand’s Theorem the claim of the theorem follows.
Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 5
adom-genericity (see Proposition 2) ensures that it is indeed sufficient to just consider one new invent constant for an
existentially quantified variable in the CASE operation. That is, instantiation of variables indeed tries out all non-isomorphic
instantiations that are relevant for optimality: all constants from adomv plus one new invent constant.
We now argue that the splitting andmarking operations as well as both of the pruning conditions do not miss out a solution
better than db_dist(dbposbest). That is, we show that for an arbitrary inference-proof and distortionminimal instance db
′ it holds
that
db_dist(dbposbest) ≤ db_dist(db′). (E.1)
We do this by investigating the influence on the distortion distance of the markers set in dbbest . Then, db, db′ and dbposbest may
contain different of these marked ground atoms. The eight different types of ground atoms with markers are illustrated in
Fig. E.5.
There are the following trivial cases where dbposbest and db
′ coincide and we can easily establish (E.1):
• γ1 and γ2 do not cause different distances for dbposbest and db′: they are contained in neither of the two instances.
• γ3 and γ4 do not cause different distances for dbposbest and db′: they are contained in both of the two instances.
The more interesting cases are when there are ground atoms on which db′ and dbposbest differ:
• On γ5 and γ6 dbposbest coincides with dbwhile db′ does not.
• On γ7 and γ8 db′ coincides with dbwhile dbposbest does not.
We will use the preCQE search tree T in the argument. Observe first of all that the local lower bound min_liesv for the
distortion distance is monotonically nondecreasing along each branch in the tree and counts the number of ground atoms
on which the current marked database instance dbv differs from the input instance db. There must be a branch in T that
corresponds to db′: Otherwise db′ would deviate into a branch that only exists in the semantic tree T ∗ constructed from T
but not in T itself; but then the single new node in that branch is a failure node – as was shown in Theorem 4 – and db′ is
no inference-proof instance.
We will now show that the distortion distance of dbposbest is not worse than the one of db
′ although literals of type γ7 or γ6
are contained in db′and literals of type γ8 or γ5 are not contained in db′. db′ and dbposbest have a common subpath in T starting
in the root node r up to a certain node v′ (v′ itself may be identical with r). After v′ they diverge into different branches
(the ‘‘db′-branch’’ and the ‘‘dbposbest-branch’’) in T due to a splitting step. Because db
pos
best is the solution returned by preCQE, the
dbposbest-branch is the only branch in T that is not pruned neither due to conflict nor due to a bad bound value. The db
′-branch
cannot be pruned due to conflict by preCQE because db′ is assumed to be inference-proof and thus no conflict occurs along
this branch. We analyze how the two branches are positioned in T :
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1. The first case is that the db′-branch is on the left of the dbposbest-branch; that is, in the splitting either a literal of type γ5
was removed in db′ while kept in dbposbest or a literal of type γ8 was left out of db
′ but added to dbposbest . Then preCQE must
have explored the db′-branch before entering the dbposbest-branch, because in a splitting the left child node is treated first. If
db′ were distortion minimal, the dbposbest-branch would be pruned due to a bad bound value and db′ (or another distortion
minimal instance that was found earlier in a branch more to the left) would be the solution instance, which contradicts
our assumption that dbposbest is the solution instance. Hence the case that a distance minimal solution exists in T on the left
of the solution instance does not occur.
2. The second case is that the db′-branch is on the right of the dbposbest-branch; that is, in the splitting either a literal of
type γ7 was removed in db
pos
best while kept in db
′ or a literal of type γ6 was left out of dbposbest but added to db′. The db
pos
best-
branchwas explored before the db′-branch; dbbest was found as a new optimumwith a global upper boundmin_liesbest =
db_dist(dbposbest). But then db_dist(db
pos
best) is as good as db_dist(db
′), because otherwise db′ would replace dbposbest as the new
optimum. Hence, the db′-branch must be pruned due to a bad bound as soon as the value of db_dist(dbposbest) is reached by
the local lower bound in that branch.
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